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TERMS OF REFERENCE AND STUDY APPROACHES 

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 

Over the past number of years, the School Boards’ Association has provided 

board development opportunities to member boards.  A number of boards in the Province 

have adopted forms of policy governance models, while it is reported that other trustees 

have been occupied in “the administrative aspects” of school division operations.  The 

latter approach has been described as blurring the distinctive roles of boards of education 

and their senior administrative officers.  Before the Report, the actual dispositions and 

spectrum of approaches of boards throughout the Province was not known, except from 

anecdotal observations.  Rural depopulation over the last many years has led some boards 

of education to governance practices that involved trustees with aspects of the day-to-day 

operations of the school system; while in larger divisions and, after restructuring, with 

most school divisions, the approach to governance practices was reported to have been 

reconsidered and adjusted.   

In the Spring of 2005, school board elections were held for the newly restructured 

school divisions in the Province.  The Government’s plan was to have these new boards 

of education take official power as of January 1st, 2006.  In conjunction with the 

restructuring initiatives, the School Boards’ Association adopted a more aggressive 

approach in addressing the policy governance issue:  how shall we then best govern?  In 

this regard, a number of newly formed boards of education took advantage of the School 

Boards’ Association development program, focusing on an adapted policy governance 

approach.  In addition, the Continuous Improvement Framework (CIF) developed by the 

Government explicitly named “policy governance” as the standard approach to school 

division governance. 
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PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

 This study was designed to focus on an examination of various approaches to 

school governance used in the Province and the perception of short term impact of these 

on school divisions and school outcomes.  It was anticipated that how school boards set 

direction for their school divisions and how they monitor and access effectiveness of 

policy and plan implementation are questions of high interest to trustees and 

administrators in the Province.  So the study was conceived as one that would examine 

the work of boards of education, who use different governance models/approaches and 

the perceived impact of their policy decisions.  More specifically, the original objectives 

of the study may be synthesized as follows: 

1.  To identify similarities and differences in governance approaches adopted by 

boards of education in the province, since restructuring; 

2. To examine differences in roles, type of work, attitudes, quality of policy 

produced, and communications where various approaches are  adopted by boards’ 

of education in the outworking of their governance; 

3. To determine the perceived influence of board learning, including impact of 

SSBA initiatives; 

4. To examine the difference in perceived policy impact with boards according to 

variable of type of approach to governance adopted.   

The data collected for this study went well beyond those data required of these 

objectives, but did so by the necessity enforced by the complexity of school systems and 

governance.  Other elements of these objectives were challenging to “get at” in 

meaningful ways.  The 28 school divisions in the Province of Saskatchewan are all 

different from each other.  Each has a unique set of histories (and now amalgamated 

histories), each was uniquely affected by the provincially-determined restructuring, each 

has distinguished its areas and pursuits of educational excellence in particular ways, each 

board has its own collective and emerging personality, and has adopted distinct 

leadership and governance orientation. Despite these differentiations and signature 
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features of boards, this study sought to aggregate, cluster and generalize the state of 

school board governance in the Province, and do so in a fashion that would be helpful to 

the Association (SSBA), to boards, and to school systems.  In fact, boards can learn from 

each other and give consideration to the practices of other boards that seem to be 

providing traction in various aspects of governance. 

CONCEPTUALIZATION OF GOVERNANCE APPROACHES 

 Two key questions for trustees relate to whether there are connections between 

the approach a board takes to governance practice, its effectiveness and whether or not 

connections can be made between governance effectiveness and enhanced student 

outcomes.  This is a tough question to answer with definitive empirical evidence, because 

of the complexity of antecedent, mediating, moderating and other variables. Related 

questions have to do with the degree to which the fit of governance approaches and 

effectiveness of governance is situational (determined by assorted particulars such as 

board circumstances, history, type of jurisdiction and challenges, characteristics of 

executive etc,) and whether relationship amongst factors are stable (consistent across 

boards).  Whether stable or not, Leithwood and Day (2008, p. 1) make it clear that, 

The past 15 years have witnessed a remarkably consistent, worldwide effort 
by educational policy-makers to reform schools by holding them more 
publicly accountable for improving pupil performance on state or national 
tests.  For school leaders . . . The main consequence of this policy shift has 
been considerable pressure to demonstrate the contribution of their work 
to such improvement [bold has been added]. 

 It may go without saying that under the best of circumstances, school boards are 

enablers of educational excellence; in part defined by measures of student achievement.  

The question of direct influence or progenitive impact of general governance or particular 

policy instruments is more challenging to demonstrate.  Adding to this complexity is the 

fact that for most Saskatchewan school divisions, the current governance approaches-in-

use are two or less years old. 

 Working back from pupil outcomes (as dependent variables), we know that there 

are numerous moderating variables (i.e., pupil and family background, school location, 
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levels of trust, type of school, prior pupil achievement, educational culture of family, 

school culture, shared school goals and coherence of plans and policies, etc.) and 

mediating variables (i.e., teacher working conditions, learning time on tasks, quality 

instructional climate, student engagement, safe and orderly climate, staff participation in 

decisions, teacher commitments, school culture, quality of professional community, 

school goals, collective teacher efficacy, teacher capacity and experience, effective pupil 

progress monitoring, etc.).  Of course, sustained teaching excellence in the classroom 

most directly influences pupil learning; but external antecedents such as school 

leadership and facilitative governance practice also contribute to pupil learning.  For 

many years the literature has claimed that successful school and school system leaders 

draw on a common repertoire of leadership practices which are reflected in sensitivity or 

responsiveness to particular contexts, relationships and decision sets.   

 The research suggests that system governance and leadership, together with 

school-level leadership contribute indirectly to teaching and learning, most powerfully 

through maintenance of positive working conditions for teachers and through motivation 

and commitment enhancing practices.  We now know that distributed leadership has the 

greatest influence and that effectiveness of leadership is most likely explained via the 

personal traits of leaders.  There have yet to be Saskatchewan-based studies to consider 

the correlation between governance, leadership and policy decisions, and altered teacher 

practices (associated with working conditions, motivation and commitment and capacity 

building initiatives), as these line up with measures of pupil learning and achievement. 

 Over the last eight to ten years, the Iowa Association of School Boards (IASB) 

has been interested in the impact of board and staff leadership on student achievement.  

In the so-called Lighthouse Project, the IASB hypothesized that if board and staff teams 

generate district-wide focus on improved achievement and if board and staff teams lead 

in creating certain conditions, then there will be increased student achievement.  Their 

findings have pointed to support for these hypotheses and seven result-enhancing 

conditions, namely:  shared leadership; continuous improvement and shared decision 

making; ability to create and sustain initiatives; supportive workplace for staff; staff 
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development; support for school sites through data and information and community 

involvement. 

 As a first step towards making some of these links in the Saskatchewan context, 

this study sought to bring to description the state of school board governance and to 

produce what might be termed “input benchmarks for Saskatchewan specific school 

board effectiveness,” as reflected in various governance approaches.  

PROCEDURES 

 This study consisted of five basic phases: a literature review and background 

work with documents; historic briefings on governance with directors; instrument 

development and on-line survey administration with trustees and directions; case study 

interviews; and analyses and triangulation of findings.  In late December 2007, directors 

and board chairs were alerted to commencement of study and invited to provide input on 

survey content, together with request to encourage participation of trustees. 

1.  The researcher reviewed numerous sets of literature on governance (see selected 

governance reference list), together with extant SSBA and selected school 

division and government documents related to governance.  The researcher also 

consulted with Lighthouse Project researchers and a number of local and 

international governance experts. 

2. In mid-December, 2007, 28 directors of education were invited to provide historic 

sketches and briefings on board governance in their respective school divisions.  

Twenty-six directors (93%) responded generously to this invitation to provide 

specific descriptions of school division dispositions and experiences with board 

governance.  Particular attention was given to pre- and post-amalgamation 

approaches to governance.   

3. An on-line survey was developed for each the school board trustees and the 

directors of education.  One hundred and nine trustees (41%) responded and 26 of 

directors (93%) completed and returned their electronic surveys.  These parallel 

surveys were designed to typify school boards, according to a five approach 
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heuristic of school governance.  The research typified alternate governance 

approaches as represented by administrative governance, fiduciary and familial 

governance, hybrid governance, policy governance and strategic governance.  

Second, the instruments provided opportunity for respondents to indicate 

perspectives of trustees and directors on four competing roles:  motivating, vision 

setting, analyzing and tasking.  The researcher developed a 12 dimension school 

board effectiveness model, with indicators, attributes or features for each 

dimension.  The selected dimensions of board effectiveness were:  credibility with 

community through strategic relationships; financial planning and priorities; 

board focus; relationship with and assessment of director; general board 

effectiveness; policy orientation; board learning; monitoring improvement; sense 

of individual and collective efficacy; meeting effectiveness; strategic planning 

and board teamship. Finally, trustees were asked a number of questions about 

their governance practices through open-ended response formats. 

4. Four school divisions were selected for interviews (4 per school division) that 

would form the basis of several brief case studies.  These divisions were chosen 

based on criteria of geographic diversity, apparent representation on spectrum of 

approaches to governance, and availability of participants.  Directors were 

contacted and asked to provide contact details for others willing to participate 

(board chair, trustees, and administrators – both central office and school-based).  

The aspiration was to interview four persons from each of the four chosen school 

divisions to ask them several governance-oriented questions. 

5. The analysis of data was undertaken to provide basic descriptive results with 

respect to types of governance, competing role perceptions, and 12 dimensions of 

perceived school board effectiveness.  Descriptive, correlative and comparative 

analyses were conducted to align with study purposes. 
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Table 1 Survey Returns for Each Respondent Group 

Survey Possible Respondents Number of Returns Percent Returns 

Directors (initial 
background questionnaire) 28 26 93 

Directors (on-line survey) 28 26 93 

Trustees (on-line survey) 265* 109 41 

Case Studies/Participants 16 14 88 

Total Responses (Used for 
this Report 

337 175  

*=Number of trustees for whom we had e-mails 

From the information in Table 1, it can be seen that we had exceptional responses 

from directors of education, to both the initial questionnaire and the on-line survey.  We 

were delighted with the percentage of response from school board trustees to the on-line 

survey.  We expect that a paper-based survey, with appropriate follow-up, would have 

yielded a better percentage response but study costs and timing made this design 

preferable.  The quantity, distribution across population and the quality of responses lend 

to the generalizability offered by results and increase our confidence in the findings. 
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DIRECTORS’ PERSPECTIVES ON BOARD GOVERNANCE 

As indicated, 26 of 28 school division directors responded to the online 

questionnaire that was sent out about one month in advance of the on-line surveys of both 

directors and trustees.  To establish a baseline of information on the spectrum of 

governance approaches taken by various school divisions over the last few years, we 

asked directors to respond to several questions (via an on-line questionnaire). In order to 

give readers a full sense of the responses to these questions, the researcher has 

reproduced the responses (verbatim), using representative quotes, avoiding redundancy 

(as much as possible) while giving voice to unique expressions and meanings of trustees. 

CURRENT APPROACHES 

Director Descriptions of Current School Board Governance Approaches 

First, we asked them how they would describe the current governance 

approach/model used by their respective boards of education. They responded with 

particular reference to adaptations or mixtures of features adopted by their employing 

boards. Readers will notice the range of responses, the adaptive efforts of boards 

(particularly to unique circumstances – rurality) and the tendency of boards to be moving 

(at different paces) towards some forms of policy or strategic governance. To provide a 

clear sense of the range of descriptions we have provided some verbatim responses, as 

below: 

 Our current approach . . . features very strong role clarification for the 
board and for the director. The board very carefully selected its role and 
then crafted a policy manual to match. Most of what previously 
constituted policy has become administrative procedures. The board’s 
role is mostly achieved through its work on policy and the strategic plan. 
The board is responsible for the strategic direction which consists of the 
purpose, vision, goals, beliefs and principles, as well as the priorities for 
the strategic plan. The board also must approve the annual version of the 
strategic plan and budget. Annual evaluations of the director’s 
performance (by the board) and the board’s performance (self-
evaluation) are crucial tools for this governance approach. 
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 The provincial Continuous Improvement Framework provides a strategic 
planning model that aligns [to our] schools, division and provincial 
priorities around outcome measures, the new policy governance model is 
a better fit then past traditional models of governance.  As such, our 
board has adopted a three year strategic planning model with system 
goals that will be monitored during each year of the plan. 

 [Our] board of education is committed to using a strategic policy 
governance approach in order to keep its focus on the vision and mission 
for its students and improved student learning. The board has 
established its board governance policies. The board has also adopted 
Administrative Operational Policies through a collaborative approach 
involving stakeholders. The board keeps its policies "green" by asking 
for feedback and information related to the effectiveness of its policies. 
In its Yearly Agenda, the board receives Monitoring Reports related to 
its policies including its vision, mission, limitations, and improved 
student learning goals. . . . the board also receives reports of information 
related to various areas such as curriculum and instruction, human 
resources, facilities, student support services, and transportation. The 
board has clearly outlined roles and responsibilities for itself and for the 
director. There have been a few times when dialogue involving the board 
and director becomes management focused, and board trustees wish to 
become involved in problem-solving and solution-seeking. board trustees 
participate in the hiring process of in-school administrators and 
teachers, but not in any other staff hiring processes. board trustees also 
have participated in LINC and support staff negotiations. board trustees 
participate in staff committees. The board has also established positive 
relationships with staff by having in-school administrators and staff 
attend board Meetings and trustees also attend In-School Administrator 
meetings. The board of education is perceived to be approachable, is 
caring, trusting and values feedback, input and collaboration.  

 We use Leroy Sloan’s role clarification model [which] clarifies the 
board's role as setting overall policy direction (will) and the 
administration's role of establishing administrative procedures to 
advance the direction. The board's current policy manual consists of 19 
policies. All previous policies have been revised or deleted and have 
been transformed into administrative procedures.  
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 [We use] policy governance - adaptation of the Carver model – so 
monitoring reports are regularly presented to the board and are the 
critical piece in evaluation of the board and the director's work.  

 Our board of education and senior administration is currently reviewing 
and adapting the Policy Governance model. Our board has operated 
predominately as policy governance board for the past [number of] 
years. . . We are now committed to a process that will continue to 
separate board and senior administration roles and responsibilities more 
in alignment with the ASBA model. Our board agenda has been revised 
to reflect the specific areas of responsibilities.  

 Our Board is using the SSBA framework for strategic policy governance.  

 [Our board] strives to be a policy governance/results-based board. The 
board has developed a Board Policy Handbook comprised of 
approximately 20 policies that define their work and/or responsibilities. 
A few of these policies relate to the operational work of the system e.g., 
school fees; however, board's policies are generally more 
philosophical/global and the Administrative Manual is more operational 
in nature.  

 [Our board] currently utilizes a policy governance model with a few 
notable exceptions. [One exception] is in staffing where the board has 
maintained its involvement in the hiring of principals. The board also 
maintains the requirement that there be school community council 
representation on the hiring panel for school staffing.  

 We tried a "policy Governance" model but [have asked consultant to 
help us] make the board members more relevant.  

 We operate under a hybrid policy governance model. We have an annual 
continuous agenda and provide the board with monitoring reports, based 
on their priorities. An annual board review and director review is 
conducted.  

 We were not involved in the provincial amalgamations. We still use the 
small school division, small school approach. The board is directly 
involved in most aspects in the division operations.  

 [Our board] is using a hybrid approach to governance [with a] focus on 
policy governance.  [However], as a rural board that is very visible in its 
communities it was important for the board to be apprised of staffing 
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information.  Therefore a number of reports, e-mails are provided to 
keep the board informed about certain operations. The board is very 
respectful of the roles assigned between board and senior administration 
and we continue to work to fine tune the operation.  

 [We use a] modified policy governance [approach]. The board talks 
about being policy governance but in reality we have adopted/embraced 
it to different degrees. Board members from smaller rural legacy school 
divisions seem to be having a harder time adapting than others. 

 [Our] board's governance model draws heavily from the model 
advocated by the SSBA. The board's model aligns with various aspects of 
the Carver model, particularly as it applies to servant leadership. The 
board adheres to the following Carver premise: "Policy governance is 
founded on the concept that the board is not there for its own benefit, but 
to make the best possible decisions on behalf of the moral ownership. 
Policy governance is rooted in the idea that the board is the servant-
leader of the owners..... Proper governance is a logical impossibility if it 
does not include the concept of servant leadership." The work of 
administration is almost completely driven by policy and the board's 
Guiding Principles.  

 Our board has worked very hard at developing a policy governance 
model where they do not get involved in the administration of the school 
division. It is an evolution, but they are holding themselves accountable 
and reminding each other when they think that they are moving back to 
an administrative mode. We use the Decision-Making Matrix to help 
guide us as we evolve.  

 [Our board has] adopted a policy governance model, based on SSBA 
effective practices documents. Board policy refers to the Foundations 
and Direction, strategic plan for the system (mission, vision, guiding 
principles) and goal statements (3-4 year) for the board and the system. 
Board policy also outlines the delegation of authority, decision making, 
and the limitations on operations which are placed on the Director of 
Education/CEO. The board delegates authority to the director and 
monitors system and director performance annually by use of a 
continuous agenda which schedules the monthly receipt of monitoring 
reports. Evaluation of director and system performance by the board is 
achieved through three levels of monitoring (direct, internal and 
external). The board uses policy to direct the limitations on operations. 
The board has adopted an agenda format that allows for the work of the 
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board to be completed at a monthly business meeting. As well the board 
has a monthly management meeting which includes a committee of the 
whole board and the director of education as well as staff as needed. The 
board has also scheduled linkages with stakeholders on its continuous 
agenda each year. The annual board governance health check and CEO 
review is an important part of the governance approach as well.  

 [Our board is] policy directed rather than policy governed. The board 
believes they have four primary roles: 1. Provide direction; 2. Provide 
expectations; 3. Provide resources, human and material; and 4. Monitor 
results. This board is close to what I understand to be "policy 
governance," as the roles for director and board are fairly clear. Where 
there is a 'stray' from Carver, would be regarding the political realities 
of rural Saskatchewan. It is still not good enough for rural board 
members to refer all issues brought their way by their rural 'publics' to 
the director.  

 Board has 18 policies; the balance of our policies are administrative 
procedures. [We use] a version of policy governance. 

 [We use] low-level strategic governance. We try to operate at the 
"30,000 foot level" where reasonable but it is not always necessary, 
desirable or appropriate for our situation. Our current policy manual is 
NOT at all in the policy governance model, but we have begun to move 
towards a more formal strategic governance process by establishing 
strategic goals, action plans and monitoring processes.  

 The board takes the philosophical position that it has one employee - the 
director. The director is accountable to the board; everyone else is 
accountable to the director. The board provides the general direction for 
the administration, and is the indirect/direct link to its ratepayers. The 
board is very good at keeping out of the administration of the school 
division, seldom getting involved and, when getting involved does occur, 
is quick to back track. Such is not to suggest that the board is removed; it 
is very much interested in the care of the students of the school division, 
and takes seriously its commitment to provide a quality program at a 
decent cost to its communities.  

 [Our board] is very true to the policy governance model although the 
approach does not enjoy unanimous support from current board 
members.  
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 We are employing a policy governance approach but not in the purest 
form. The board has chosen to retain a few selected responsibilities that 
would take them slightly beyond pure policy governance.  

REFLECTIONS ON PERIOD SPRING 2005 TO JANUARY 2006 

Our questionnaire invited directors to think about the period from Spring 2005 

(elections) to January (2006), how would they might characterize or highlight the 

approach(es) that their newly formed boards took to governance and policy making?  

This was a significant formation period just prior to official assumption of responsibilities 

by newly amalgamated boards. It is obvious from these comments that board governance 

was birthed in a conscious way by some boards. During this period, much intentionality 

was give to matters concerning amalgamation transition and the CIF (Continuous 

Improvement Framework) initiative.  As we received these perspectives, we were 

cognizant of the fact that not all boards experienced an amalgamation; consequently, we 

anticipated a range of responses concerning the substantive decisions and activities of the 

board during that period. 

 Our board began its change to the current approach with a board 
inservice session for the newly-elected board (elections were October 
2003) on governance in January 2004. The new policy manual was 
approved in September of 2004 and we have been working to shape our 
policies and practices ever since. 

 Our board was not required to amalgamate, however, due to the 
provincial Continuous Improvement Framework; our board is slowly 
beginning to realize that a policy governance model is a much better fit 
to an outcomes approach of schooling. 

 The board of education met with legacy division senior administration 
and focused on building team.  After hiring director of education, 
superintendent of administration, finance & planning, a committee 
engaged [a consultant] to develop Operational Policies and Procedure. 
Representatives from students, parents, district trustees, support staff, in-
school administration, senior administrators were included in a 
committee approach to developing and revising policies. An 
organizational chart was adopted, based on principles of positive 
relationships, "sense of small," interdependence, and accessibility and 
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availability of staff (organic approach to staff working together to avoid 
silos of knowledge).   

 Board elections occurred in October 06 [and the period to) October 07 
was a time of significant change as a Role Clarification Model of 
Governance was presented and then undertaken. A revised set of board 
standing committees were also established that further clarified the role 
of the board.  

 Our board was not involved in the amalgamation process. However, 
there was reference at our board table to the impact of governance 
models being considered and implemented in school divisions around the 
province. This on-going discussion definitely impacted our collective 
thoughts as our board of education and senior administration began to 
reconsider elements and procedures beginning in the fall 2006. Our 
senior administration published the first collection of administrative 
procedures in September 2007 and continues to develop procedures for 
inclusion.  

 Our elections took place in October 2006. Prior to implementing the 
SSBA framework on policy governance the board was using combination 
traditional management model and policy governance.  

 The board and senior management were collaboratively engaged in 
setting out vision, mission, guiding principles, board and system goals. 
The board and CEO were also engaged in the development of a decision 
matrix and the board set out its Limitations on Operations. To their 
credit, the board entrusted its CEO with the responsibility to hire senior 
management.  

 The board was directly involved in all the major decisions, but few 
administrative decisions came to the table as the legacy boards handled 
these in their traditional ways.  

 [Our board] established its priorities, and goals; developed a continuous 
agenda; monitored board goals; and conducted a board and director 
review  

 [We were on] a steep learning curve - getting to know and understand 
the broader public base in [an enlarged] school division.. The board 
took their new role very seriously and a facilitator was hired to provide 
six days of workshop/seminar to learn, build and operationalize the 
board policy governance piece. From there the facilitator wrote the 
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administrative policies and we used a reference committee of a cross 
section of employees and board representation to fine tune the policies. 
We have since done another review and revision of the policies and 
continue to add handbooks, procedures, etc. to our operations. 
Understanding the new way of doing things and how previous practices 
are not effective in the new world is gradually getting more accepted. 
The board's focus on communications to the broader public has become 
more focused and tuned to highlighting [division] in the public and 
providing a clear message regarding school division operations.  

 The board contracted [a consultant] to walk them through the elements 
of policy governance and then come up with the first draft strategic plan. 
Substantive decisions included formalization of staffing structure, office 
location, getting a handle on the financial situation, undertaking a 
facility review, program review, development of common 
policy/procedures and culture building activities.  

 We were well on the path of strategic governance with the previous 
board.  

 Our board has not been recently affected by the restructuring. We had 
been involved in [a number of] amalgamations previously. The move 
towards policy governance was not associated with amalgamations, but 
rather, it was initiated by the previous director with the support of the 
board. They believed at the time (and continue to hold this position) that 
it is the most effective way to govern in our circumstances.  

 The board's greatest success in leading an effective and successful 
school division has been to adopt the policy governance approach in its' 
entirety. The board has endeavoured to discipline its' own behaviour and 
that of staff to operate differently than the previous boards of education. 
The policy governance approach has replaced more "familial" models of 
management which had evolved with previous boards. The chairperson 
has been very effective in working on board member conduct, through 
role clarification and monitoring of board member conduct and 
monitoring system performance. After approximately 18 months of 
operation the board determined that its goal of establishing structures of 
effective governance had been achieved. As well, the board has 
successfully monitored the work of the system through receipt of 
monitoring reports, and has directed the work of the director through 
policy in the area of limitations on operations. As a result of achieving 
effective structures through policy governance the board is able to 
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assume a strategic leadership function in directing the school division 
and in linking with stakeholders at the provincial, regional and local 
levels.  

 In those first few months, our board listened to their various publics. We 
hired a facilitator for what we termed "issue identification." Our 
facilitator was skilled, encouraged us to listen to determine what the 
potential issues were. The board did listen to this advice, organized 
many opportunities to receive feedback from the stakeholders and 
refrained from decision making until this process was complete. In other 
words, they took their time. They did do some of the work the board has 
to. They hired a director, decided on a policy development structure, but 
stayed away from procedure development.  

 No change - we did not amalgamate.  

 The 2005 election saw the former board return, with [a number of] 
additional, new trustees. With the exception of the need to get the new 
trustees up to speed, and getting to understand the parts of the school 
division that were new, there was no significant change in the way(s) 
[this school board] operated.  

 We used the services of [a consultant] to workshop the board and 
[senior administration] on policy governance. We worked through 
creation of a mission, vision, guiding principles and strategic plan. We 
then developed board governance policies and operational policies. In 
addition to "laying the framework" for good governance our board made 
the necessary "political decisions" with respect to office location, name, 
logo, etc. etc.  

 The board and administration operated under the old governance 
processes prior to school opening in August 2006. We did not change the 
old operations as it would have occurred in the middle of a school year; 
which, in our opinion, would have created too much change for schools.  

BOARD GOVERNANCE JOURNEYS 

After receiving these responses we asked directors if they would consider sharing 

their viewpoints on their boards’ approaches to their governance and policy making 

responsibilities.  Their views depict, in verbatim form, summaries of their snap shot 
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descriptions of the substantive decisions, initiatives and strategies in their school 

divisions. 

 Winter 2006 - Board continued its work with committee on its 
Governance Policies and Operational Policies and Procedures - Board 
revealed location of division board office in Fall of 2006.  Our board 
then adopted its board Governance Policies and Operational Policies 
and Procedures  

 Moving to a three year strategic planning model with system goals that 
are measured and monitored annually was a substantive decision for our 
school division.  However, the board [still] needs to set some board 
goals to measure their performance as a board.  This has been their 
focus for professional development the past couple of years. 

 The development of a concise set of board policies pertaining to 
governance, the establishment of a Continuous Improvement Framework 
for the division (that is the division's strategic plan).  This plan is used to 
organize budget and decision making processes.  

 [During this time] there was a move toward strategic decision making - 
less board time was spent on administrative decision making - there was 
a clarification of roles. 

 During the past year and half, our board and senior administration 
clearly identified the need to: 1. revise, edit and develop polices to 
clearly define board responsibilities be in better alignment to the 
principles of policy governance; and, 2. revise, edit and develop 
administrative procedures to the principles of policy governance.   Our 
board continues to scrutinize its roles and responsibilities as it considers 
the refinement of practices and procedures. To demonstrate its 
commitment to refine its practices, the board of education is scheduled 
for a board appraisal facilitated by [a consultant in Spring of 2008]. 
Feedback from this appraisal will be considered in the efforts to improve 
board operations.  

 In June 2006 - board development took place; focused on effective board 
policy governance. The board developed and adopted their governance 
policies. They began to use a continuous agenda. The board created a 
draft strategic plan. Monitoring reports were implemented to assess 
progress and for decision making purposes. In January 2007 we 
conducted a” health check.” The board also finalized the strategic plan 
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in June 2007.  We conducted board/director reviews in September 2007 
and adopted the Operational Procedures Manual.   During this period of 
time, the board went through a philosophical change and put processes 
in place to support the move to a policy or strategic governance focus. A 
strategic planning process was put into place.  

 [Though this] board is aware of changes by many boards in this 
area....this board show no evidence of wanting to change at this time  

 The board contracted with SSBA to complete the Policy Governance 
Workshops from January - March '06. The system continued to operate 
under their previous legacy systems policies and procedures while the 
new Policy Manual was being developed. In 2006 [there were 
administrative changes] and much of the work that had been done in 
developing the Administrative Procedures Manual was lost. We were 
able to complete the Strategic Plan work as well as the related 
Continuous Improvement Framework planning. This served us well in 
providing direction to the board and system work. The board hired [a 
consultant] to facilitate the development of an Administrative 
Procedures Manual and re-visit their Board Policy Manual. This work 
allowed the board to re-engage in the policy governance/results-based 
model they were striving to implement. This also provided us the 
opportunity to align our system/board/CIF goals into one Strategic Plan 
for 2007- 2010. We now have four clear goals aligned with the priorities 
of CIF, that all of our schools have aligned their school improvement 
goals too. We have dedicated significant financial and other resources to 
our higher literacy and Achievement goal. At this same time, the board 
was engaged in implementing the previous goals from their '06-'07 
Strategic Plan. All goals were successfully completed, but much of the 
board's time and effort had gone into a school review process, 
concluding in the closure of [a number of] schools and the 
discontinuance of high school grades in [a number of] others.  

 [Our board] has moved towards accepting a policy governance model. 
Initially this movement was questioned but it eventually became self-
evident that the board could not remain "hands-on" and ensure the 
smooth operation of the school division.  

 [Our board] adopted the policy governance model as pitched by 
[consultant] and the SSBA. They realized that they could not stay in 
touch with all the schools in the same way as before amalgamation, and 
allowed the senior administration team do their job. They struggled with 
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what their job was and how it was meaningful. We had [a number of] 
board members resign.  

 Our board has attempted to monitor their goals and their CEO. They are 
also reviewing their mission statement.  

 Due to no amalgamation - no changes from previous governance 
methods.  

 The board is very serious about doing their best in terms of how things 
are operating according to policy governance.   They continue to seek 
ways to exercise their political influence in a number of arenas and to 
support rural education and all that goes with that. As a rural division 
we continue to make the best decisions to provide our students with the 
same opportunities and access as other students in the province. A major 
challenge with some of our small and [remote]schools. Conducting 
regular reviews of board focus on goals and attendance to our principles 
is present. Director and senior administration monitoring reports to the 
board provides the accountability mechanism necessary. A major annual 
review which includes board/director performance review has become 
part of the process of fine tuning the governance and addressing areas 
that need to be improved and celebrating successes.  

 As the board has moved along there has been growth in the 
acceptance/understanding and practice of policy governance. This board 
was faced with a [multi-] million dollar operating deficit and [a high] 
percentage of enrolment decline.  Last year was really spent trying to get 
the house in order. We have reduced teaching staff [by certain number] 
and support staff where possible. The board also made a decision to 
close [a number of] schools in 2007.  

 We have an almost completely new board. Most come from a 
professional background and are familiar with strategic policy 
governance. While there are moments when its tempting for them to 
revert to a more traditional form of governance, trustees are very good 
in following their own policies.  

 I believe that most of the board members accept the philosophical basis 
of policy governance. There are some who still like to get into 
administrative details simply because they then feel like they are making 
a contribution and "doing their job" as trustees. I believe that part of the 
issue here is that I have not fully understood and provided leadership in 
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the area of providing monitoring reports and linking these to our 
strategic plan. When this occurs board members will feel more 
comfortable that our school division is moving in the directions that they 
set, and that their decisions in terms of policy and planning are having a 
positive impact in the school division.  

 In the Winter of 2006, our board continued its work with committee on 
its governance policies and operational policies and procedures which 
were then adopted in Fall 2006.  

 The board uses policy to direct the work of the director. The board is 
responsible for all activity of the school division provides accountability 
through delegation of authority to the director (board policy). The 
limitations on operations and achievement of the ends statements as 
outlined in its' strategic plan are monitored by the board on a monthly 
basis and the board can change policy to direct the work of the CEO and 
the effectiveness of the system on a monthly basis and by the annual 
health-check of board policy. The school division has been restructured 
to align with the policy governance framework of accountability. The 
director has established supports for system strategic leadership, 
coordination and research of effective practices, and consultation and 
support to provide school level actualization. The reorganizing of the 
system followed the restructuring of [a number of] legacy school 
divisions; the policy governance approach provided clarity to the 
rationalization of system and school level governance and management. 
School level improvement planning has been aligned with the provincial 
continuous improvement framework, the school division strategic plan 
and board policy. School community councils align with this school level 
planning and accountability. A system level approach to improving 
student achievement through the establishment of an in-house 
"benchmarking" program has been very successful. As well a monitoring 
report by SELU provided data related to the school and system level 
compliance of vision, mission and values of the system in 2007 has been 
beneficial.  

 I would say our board continues to be reflective practitioners. They do 
not accept direction from interest groups, but they do listen to those who 
want their ear. They did develop their policies (about 20 of them) during 
the early months of 2006. The development of the administrative 
procedures was left to the administrators and that process will be 
completed two years later. We took our time. The board also invited the 
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facilitator back every six months or so for governance check up. They 
also invited [another governance consultant] to speak to them about 
policy governance. They did adjust their mode of operation slightly, 
especially in relation to monitoring, but mostly stood their initial course. 
Probably most importantly, they spent considerable effort, with their 
administrators, developing mission, vision and guiding principles that 
were practical and practiced. The focus was on student learning and 
they continue to realize how centrally important that is.  

 Board has moved to establishing boundaries around decisions - whose 
sand box is this? Who should make the decision? Is the decision political 
or educational? We continue to define these boundaries. The director is 
the primary individual responsible for the division and a series of 
accountability reports provide the data for the board. These results assist 
in setting new priorities.  

 Generally we have become more strategic and pro-active in our 
decision-making. There has been significant movement towards using 
data-informed decision making and of being more goal-oriented and 
strategic as apposed to a general "plan and react as you go" model. We 
have become more aware and consistent in our application of policy. 
There also has been a shift to a risk-management model. We [have] 
become more resigned to the litigious nature of society and developing 
policy and processes in areas where we previously enjoyed flexibility and 
individualized decisions. 

 Trustees believe that they have a well-managed school division and when 
they identify a void (e.g., the need for a three-year plan), they direct 
administration to bring them [what is needed] for their input and 
approval. Trustees have high standards for their administration.  

 Once we were through our initial set up, our board has held very true to 
the model of policy governance. They articulate that they have one 
employee (director) and have (with rare exception) stayed out of the 
administration and day-to-day operation of the school division.  

 The board and administration were committed to the principles of policy 
governance but we were not completely aware of nor [were we] 
confident in the new approach. It took a period of time for us to make 
policy governance operational. Two particular activities were important 
in moving to the operational phase. The board of education monitors 
their work through a meeting exit survey completed every three months. 
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Once we had worked through two of these cycles, we were able to reach 
a greater comfort level. The first formal board self-evaluation and 
director evaluation at the end of January 2007 was also instrumental in 
everyone understanding their new roles.  

RESOURCES AND SUPPORTS  

In the interests of learning from other jurisdictions, we asked directors to indicate 

the resources (material, external consultants, services, and/or events) their boards have 

used to develop or enhance their governance approaches.  Of course, Saskatchewan is 

well-known for the leadership, policy and governance networks that exist informally, 

through association, and through formal agreement. To supplement these positive 

exchanges of information and for the wider readership of this report, we have recorded 

the verbatim responses of the 26 directors. From these comments one can easily discern 

the use of particular consultants as well as some of the foci garnering attention of boards 

and board development work. 

 Our board relied very heavily upon Leroy Sloan for assistance through 
this work. Leroy and his associates conducted governance workshops, 
drafted the new policy manual and administrative procedures manual, 
conducted the director and board evaluations, and coached the director 
through the initial stages.   

 [Our board] used the consultant service provided by Ken McDonough in 
its initial development of its policy governance approach, board policies 
and operational policies and procedures. 2. The board used Ken 
McDonough as a follow-up [facilitator] for its board-director review 
and governance health check. 3. The board [also] engaged in collective 
professional development through reading of relevant and common 
articles related to its work and has a follow-up dialogue related to its 
policy governance work and insights the reading provided.  

 Historically, our school division always had a strategic planning model 
of governance.  Initially, it was more process-oriented and the goals 
were not SMART.  With the advent of the provincial CIF we immediately 
adopted a three year strategic planning model with SMART goals that 
are annually monitored.  Within that short time span, we have become 
more sophisticated but are still lacking some of the key components of a 
true policy governance model.  Thus, we have invited Barry Bashutski of 
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the SSBA to work with our division to address these gaps.  Barry has 
provided excellent inservice for our board and senior staff.  I believe this 
kind of governance model is the most appropriate model for the current 
educational.  The focus on outcomes, the CIF and the provincial 
assessment for learning program coupled with our local continuous 
assessment for learning program provides us with the greatest 
opportunity for improvement.  However, we are still in the early stages 
of our policy governance model and yet must further develop board 
goals, refine our schedule for monitoring governance performance and 
better define our decision matrix.  As these evolve we will be in a better 
situation to speak on the pros and cons of our policy governance model. 

 Leroy Sloan was contracted by the board to assist in this process.  

 SSBA training - principally through Barry Bashutski. 

 The board of education and senior administration used the print 
resources made available from the SSBA for a locally developed 
inservice during its 2006 Board Retreat in a planned effort to evolve 
"policy governance" practices. During the fall 2008, the board 
contracted the ASBA(Alberta School Boards Association) consultative 
services with Leroy Sloan to continue in the effort to evolve policy 
governance practices. These consultative services will also involve 
director and board appraisals. During 2007/08, senior administration 
continues to work with the board to refine the operations of board 
meeting (structure and format:  including, board agenda, committee 
structures, etc.). 

 Barry Bashutski of the SSBA facilitated initial board development and 
also facilitated the board/director review. Janice Moore has been 
contracted by the board to facilitate a workshop on servant leadership in 
policy governance and developing monitoring report. 

 SSBA Barry B. did a brief orientation with the board 

 The board has been engaged in significant professional development 
with both the SSBA services (Ken McDonough) as well as with Leroy 
Sloan. We continue to consult with Leroy Sloan. He will be conducting 
the board/director review. 

 The initial "immersion" of the board in policy governance was achieved 
with the assistance of Barry Bashutski of the SSBA. This enabled the 
board and director to gain an understanding and foundation in the more 
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salient aspects of policy governance. The board also spent a day with 
Leroy Sloan considering the important issues of board-director 
performance appraisal.  

 Ken McDonough, and are in the process of trying Leroy Sloan.  

 We have relied on SSBA materials and the director to provide the board 
with direction.  

 SSBA Facilitator (Ken McDonough) who worked with the board for the 
total development.   He provided the workshop/seminars and the initial 
writing of the administrative policies. He also hosted the reference 
committee in the first year for the fine tuning and consultation.  In June 
2007 the board contracted with Craig Melvin to do the board/director 
review and Craig worked with the board for [a number of] days. Both of 
these processes worked well.  

 Ken McDonough, attendance at SSBA seminars and our own strategic 
planning sessions where roles are clarified.  

 We have extensively utilized the services of Ken McDonough and the 
SSBA materials. Ken helped the board establish its strategic policy 
governance model. Barry Bashutski has also worked extensively with the 
board. Board members have heard Leroy Sloan speak at a conference. 
The board is also quite impressed with the writings of Janice Moore out 
of Alberta who is a Carver advocate, but very cognizant of the servant 
leadership piece.  

 From the early beginning of our board's thinking about policy 
governance, we made use of the SSBA and their resources. In particular, 
we had Barry Bashutski come and spend time working through a process 
with us. He helped develop the Board Policy Manual. We then hired Ken 
McDonough to assist with the development of the Operations and 
Procedures Manual.  

 The board used the SSBA materials and had Barry Bushustski as a 
facilitator of the development of board policy, the first board/director 
health check and a session on effective monitoring reports. As well the 
board members have attended two national Canadian School Boards 
conferences and the 2007 National Congress on the Rural Education. 
The director and board also attended a session by Glenn Tecker and use 
his approach to planning and information based decision-making to 
navigate the system though complex and "political" decision making. The 
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work of Richard Chait and Tom Thompson have been referenced in 
board planning an effective governance as well. This year the board and 
director will conduct its own health check/director review and have 
developed our own capacity to govern effectively.  

 We contracted SELU (Barry Earl) to help us with issue identification. 
This was decided at our first board meeting in 2005. He was also invited 
back to subsequent retreats to help with the governance check up. Our 
board would give credit to Barry for his reasoned advice and practical 
approaches. In the summer of 2007 we invited Tom Thompson, President 
of Olds College in Albert,  to give his views on governance. He spent a 
day with the board describing and dialoging what he called "governing 
to win.” This was another check up, used by our board to compare and 
reflect on practices. Our board members have attended SSBA workshops 
on governance and engaged the services of Barry Bashutski (SSBA) to 
work through our yearly board/director review. This provided an 
opportunity to compare governance practices to those SSBA advocates. 
We have looked at the work of Jim Collins (Good to Great) and Wayne 
Hulley (Harbors of Hope) as examples to reflect on.  

 We used Leroy Sloan and Associates, through the ASBA, for an  
inservice with the board,  review of all policies, development of a new 
handbook for the board (policies) and procedures (administration) - 
They were all reviewed by Leroy Sloan with board and administration. 

 We have relied on two key sources: 1. Directors; discussions with other 
directors and personal research 2. SSBA resources, especially Barry 
Bashutski’s facilitating strategic planning sessions and a board-director 
governance review.  

 Trustees attend some SSBA events regarding governance, but not many. 
There is a yearly board/director seminar, during which the operation of 
the board and its administration is reviewed and fine-tuned. There have 
been no consultant services provided.  

 Ken McDonough was used from inception through to completion of the 
Operational Polices and Procedures Manual. He was an excellent 
resource and provided consistency and credibility. Any documents we 
used were provided by Ken.  

 We have worked extensively with Leroy Sloan. His approach has been 
welcomed by all involved.  
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In brief, only a handful of external consultants have been “at play” in the 

governance design and renewal processes since amalgamations took place.  The 

SSBA (Barry Bashutski and Ken McDonough), Leroy Sloan, Janice Moore, and 

Barry Earl are recurrent persons involved. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES 

We, then, asked the directors to consider their experiences and understandings in 

order to provide us with what they felt were the distinguishing features (including pros 

and cons) of various models, approaches and adaptations of governance their board had 

considered or adopted.  It is interesting to note the various instruments used by boards to 

focus their attention and operationalize the role distinctions between board and executive 

functions. 

 [One director indicated that the] key features [or their approach 
included:] Role clarification; Board attention to a fewer number of 
policies; board development of the strategic direction, including a small 
number of priorities; board approval of an annual strategic plan and 
budget; Administration being responsible for administrative procedures. 

 The identification and adoption of governance policies and the 
corresponding identification of administration procedures. This has led 
to clarity of focus at the board table and maintained deliberations at a 
policy level.  

 Policy governance works extremely well if board members constantly 
remind themselves that their decision making should remain strategic in 
nature.  There is a potential for systemic breakdown of governance if this 
is not constantly revisited and accepted by the board as a whole. I am 
uncertain that boards can or should have it both ways (i.e., mixing of the 
policy governance approach with traditional hands on decision-making - 
especially if the board considers that in principle they have only one 
employee - the director).  In other words, the director cannot be held 
accountable for decisions made by the board - he or she is to be held 
accountable for the decisions he or she has made.  

 The most significant positive impact of recent changes in operations 
include [our] revised board policies which now support greater 
understandings regarding roles and responsibilities.  Our revised 
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administrative procedures and the transfer of past board policies into 
administrative procedures has also clarified the role and responsibilities 
of senior administration. The refinement of the board meeting agenda to 
cross-reference policy headings has provided additional clarity of the 
purpose and intent of discussion and decision-making items listed on the 
board agenda. Our board members were previously invited to all hiring 
[processes]. The move away from this practice, although generally 
accepted, did create some initial discomfort.  

 For the main part the board has stuck with the SSBA framework. School 
community councils are being used to solicit stakeholder input. Roles 
were developed for the board and director. This area has taken some 
adjustment. Focusing on accountability has moved us forward. The 
board has cut back on committees. They still continue to be involved in 
local negotiations [and unique sets of circumstances]. The board's 
strategic plan consists of board and system goals. Monitoring reports 
are used to monitor progress and inform decision making. A continuous 
agenda is used. The board is diligent in identifying emergent items for 
the next agenda. The board felt they would still like to know what is 
happening in the division so the director is a consent item on every 
agenda.  

 The board has been able to clearly identify the policies (that were 
formerly administrative procedures) that they would like at least some 
responsibility for as identified in their own Policy Handbook. This has 
enabled the board to focus on their own policy governance work rather 
than becoming involved in the administrative work of the director, 
although this is still at times a challenge. There is understanding of the 
model, but implementation is not completely adhered to by all members. 
The Sloan model seems to be working better for them, but it is still a new 
model for some and their confidence in monitoring their own work is just 
developing.  

 [Our board] has moved considerably towards policy governance. It is 
not willing to accept a pure Carver model approach but is not currently 
inclined to fully accept the Sloan model but appears to be moving 
towards the latter.  

 As a rural division, the board, as elected politicians, need to have a 
detailed understanding of what is happening in their communities, and 
schools.  They  struggle knowing how big their sand box is, and they 
disagree on how big they would like their sand box to be. They often 
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want to make decisions until 24 of the same decisions come to the table 
and they say the director should handle this. We have not found a 
comfortable balance between creating what they see as a meaningful 
role and getting bogged down in details.  

 There has been much discussion around the board table about the initial 
feeling of being left out of the loop - hiring, more involvement with all 
facets of operations as they did in their smaller divisions. They have 
struggled with this and there has been much discussion and revisiting of 
the Decision Matrix - who does what?  But the board deserves much 
credit in their willingness to try the purer form of policy governance with 
the director reporting "hot spots" or information that affects their 
community. Our board wants to have a working relationship with senior 
administration and that is working well.  When people stray into areas 
that that would be considered "micro management," we discuss the 
matter and work to do better.  We also have an informal question and 
answer time once a month to address some general things that board 
members may have.  We have found that the pure sense of policy 
governance does not work in rural Saskatchewan where board members 
meet people on the street in their small communities and they don't know 
some of the information that the community thinks they should know. We 
continue to work through that. The one area that continues to be a bit 
more nebulous is the board member connection to the school community 
councils.  

 For some of the board, those who had served on legacy boards, the 
[large] size of these new school divisions is somewhat overwhelming. I 
believe that this has caused some individuals to back off - no more 
designing bus routes, fixing broken windows and sitting in on hiring - 
there has been a lot of sweat and tears (cutting staff/closing schools) and 
at the end of the day it's really the staff who end up doing these tasks and 
board members don't really want this "face to face," not so glamorous, 
aspect of the job.  

 Some board members will never buy the concept or the practice of 
strategic policy governance. As one past board member said, "It just 
doesn't suit my personality."  Another board member left the board due 
to the same problem. One can have all the theory in the world and 
inservice trustees on best practice, but they will only do strategic policy 
governance if they are inclined to do so. Usually the naysayers come 
from backgrounds where they haven't had the professional development 
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and training. Our best trained and most effective trustees usually leave 
after one or two term due to burnout. They become as frustrated as 
administrators in dealing with people who don't operate from a 
[particular kind of] leadership perspective.  

 On the surface policy governance makes a lot of sense. Done properly, it 
allows the board members to focus their energies at a different level than 
in the past. For example, our board is now making it a priority to meet 
with various stakeholders to discuss issues pertinent to our school 
division. However, as a director, I find it difficult not to involve them in 
some of the more difficult (and perhaps controversial) decisions that 
need to be made. By involving them, they will get a chance to see how I 
think, what kind of decision-making process I use, and hopefully develop 
a better understanding and confidence in [the executive staff].  

 The board has been disciplined in sticking to the work of policy 
governance. There [have been] a lot of discussions [about] changing the 
level of involvement in decision making by the board over the course of 
the first year of school division operations, but when put to a "vote" it 
was always very clear that the board, as a whole, has been 
overwhelmingly committed to policy governance and delegation of a lot 
of decision making. The last year has seen an absence of debate around 
this issue. A focus on "success and achievement" has been backed-up by 
board and director processes which involve the monitoring of authentic 
assessment practices (benchmarking) and the survey of all staff, parents, 
and [most] students.  This has contributed to the success of our board's 
governance approach.  

 Policy governance in its truest sense, as our board understands it, is too 
limiting. The board gives direction and the director is delegated the 
authority to carry out that direction and is monitored to determine 
whether the Ends have been accomplished. There is more of a 
partnership with [our] board and the director. There are definitely role 
definitions, but the dialog is continuous and open. The monitoring 
processes are formal, but the results are already understood because of 
the constant dialog. There are few surprises. It is much like teachers who 
know how their students will do before they take the exam! Another 
adaptation would be board involvement on two committees, LINC and 
CUPE negotiation. Board members do sit at these negotiations, contrary 
to strict policy governance. As the director, I found this particularly 
helpful during this reculturing time. Contracts were leveled up basically 
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and unless board members are aware of the negotiating dynamics, it 
could then become difficult to 'sell' a [certain kind of] contract to the 
board. I do not see this practice continuing (board members on 
committees) but it sure worked here. The [negative] may be that we move 
at a slow pace, too slow for some!  

 Our model now has cleared away much of the micromanaging details 
that served to clutter board discussions and have no legal impact. For 
example, ratifying of contracts, they are a done deal unless the board 
wishes to buy its way out. The board has become more conscious about 
its responsibilities and role. They take the lead in reporting on SSBA and 
PSBA activities. The director and administration report on division 
activity. This allows the board to develop leadership capacity. 

 The strategic governance model is a powerful mechanism to ensure that 
boards focus on things that can have a powerful effect on students' lives 
and learning. We have explored a more pure policy governance model 
and have found it in some ways unsuitable to our circumstances; 
however, it does have some significant merits and we continue to explore 
various aspects of a more pure policy-driven governance model. The 
risks of strategic/policy governance, as we have seen in a limited way, is 
to become too distance, clinical and analytical in education. It is after all 
a human enterprise.  

 I think it's fair to say that our board is skeptical about the claims of some 
other boards being truly into governance. Our board is not into any 
particular model (Carver or anyone else). Its style is probably a blend of 
several models. Our trustees as a whole (probably with some quiet 
individual exceptions from time to time) really do behave according to 
their chief belief (i.e., that if they take the time and care to acquire the 
appropriate staff, they can, within reason, leave the running of the 
operation to those who know what they're doing, and concentrate on 
being the voice of the school division to parents, government, and others, 
and reflect the kinds of decisions for which they were elected).  

 Although we have stayed true to policy governance I have found it 
necessary (and prudent) to develop some sophisticated communications 
strategies that allow me to constantly keep all board members "in the 
know" about facilities, transportation, and staffing matters that could 
have political repercussions. Although they are not involved in the 
decision making they are kept abreast of developments so that they can 
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be comfortable in responding to inquiries (regardless of how 
inappropriate) from coffee row or the man [/woman] on the street.  

 The fact that the model we use allows boards to identify selected 
responsibilities that they wish to retain has been a distinguishing feature 
for [our board]. No one gets painted in to a corner with the flexibility 
that the approach includes. However, the mere presence of the flexibility 
has been enough as there have been no substantive changes to board 
policies since they were first adopted.  

INTERESTING AND PARTICULAR EXPERIENCES 

Finally, we asked Saskatchewan directors of education to describe any unique 

contexts, adaptations, conflicts, challenges, combinations of approaches that their school 

division had experienced (include thoughts on board development, policy making, 

working with consultants, critical events, communication, monitoring, responding to 

issues, major challenges associated with establishment of new board culture, reporting 

mechanisms, development of strategic directions). 

 Our board [had been] known for its very public conflict and for its 
micromanagement of the organization.  Mistrust between the board and 
administration was pronounced. The board decided that [if it were] to be 
effective in its responsibilities for its students, it needed a dramatic 
change.  [With the help of a consultant] the board understood very 
quickly that it had to change if it hoped to succeed in bringing its 
[aspirations] to reality. 

 I believe that the board's commitment to an annual self evaluation of 
their performance as a board is unique and creative. Overall, the role 
clarification process has been a positive experience with no apparent 
liabilities surfacing to date.  

 Our board has made efforts to stay loyal to policy governance. However, 
recently, there have been wishes on the part of certain board members 
that lead me to believe that they want to return to a hands-on approach. 
If this were to take place - our system's functioning would again have to 
re-adapt - I also believe that the SSBA should be quite proactive in its 
support of policy governance by making clear to all the pitfalls with lack 
of clear decision-making processes.  
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 I believe the board has come to a point where they are now setting their 
direction and identifying what their needs are in relationship to policy 
governance. An example of this is the decision to do a workshop on 
monitoring reports. [Our board] works very well together. One of their 
strength is speaking as one voice. This has certainly helped in the 
implementation process.  

 This board will have to align other practices to their governance and 
that will be new (i.e., director evaluation, CIF expectations, etc.). 

 In my view, board development is critical. The board and director need 
to have a clear understanding of the role of the board and the role of the 
director. There needs to be continual review/reflection to ensure the 
consistency of this understanding. This year we are focusing more on 
monitoring measurable outcomes in our strategic plan and 
communications. We have developed new communication approaches 
with all of our stakeholders (i.e., schools, communities, SCCs, 
monitoring of our strategic plan will be more results-based.  

 [Our school board] has been blessed with an abundance of issues 
related to equity, governance of shared school, communication, 
monitoring, establishing new board culture, reporting, etc. Throughout, 
the board has always undertaken challenges with great courage and 
resolve to remain true to its guiding principles and doing what is right 
for the students under its care.  

 The rural context is different, coffee row is alive and well. Board 
members are connected to the schools much more directly  

 The major conflict on this board has been to avoid the rural/urban split. 
Another has been lack of confidentiality by some individual board 
members. Communication is always a challenge but with the addition of 
a . . . communication officer this is slowly improving.  

 [Our] board is very committed to monitoring and has been invited to 
speak to other trustees at [certain] events on the processes it has 
developed, particularly with respect to its limitations policies. The board 
also does an annual board/director evaluation. This is looked at as one 
in the same. The director is given much leeway as long as he[she] is 
operating within the parameters of the Board's Guiding Principles and 
limitations policies. As for policy making and committee work, all of this 
is delegated to the director who in turn delegates various tasks to his 
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senior administration. [Our] board sits on no committees, and has 
removed itself from LINC negotiations. It gives administration the 
guiding principles for negotiations and then steps back and lets them do 
their job. The same process is applied to budget. Distance [schools and 
communities] makes it difficult when it comes to culture building 
activities. Outside of regular board meetings and planning meetings (and 
one annual retreat), it is very difficult to get the board together. 
Everyone agrees that social events need more attention, but it doesn't 
seem to happen frequently enough.  

 One of the challenges that we have faced with the development of our 
strategic direction is establishing a measurement mechanism. Our board 
(and myself as well) struggle with how we can measure to see if our 
action plans are making any sort of an impact. Another issue for our 
board is that as they become less involved in things like committee work 
and LINC negotiations, they feel less connected to the staff of the school 
division. This is a board who have always prided themselves on knowing 
the staff, and showing their appreciation for the work they do. They are 
struggling with finding ways to continue to stay connected in this way.  

 The board has developed its own form of agenda for monthly meetings. 
The policy governance agenda format (SSBA) did not allow for board 
business items necessary in the operation of a school division, so this 
was added. One instance of great success has been the process 
developed by board planning, policy and direction setting around school 
viability. This has been viewed as effective by all stakeholders and 
demonstrates how policy governance can enhance community 
involvement and direction in decision making.  

 I believe the role of the board chair is crucial but particularly during 
these times. Our board chair is decisive, but empathetic. He invites 
dialog, but not too much! He focuses on the bigger pictures of student 
achievement, entertains jurisdictional issues, but does not belabor them. 
Decisions [are] 'sold' appropriately, effected parties given a year’s 
notice and the process happened, no wavering. Trust is instilled by 
walking the talk. Our board could be divided, but isn't. One defining 
factor is the leadership of the board chair. Amalgamation brought 
together partners, some not willing. In some ways it was like a forced 
marriage. The board gave central office administration the license to 
decide who should stay and who should go and did not question the 
decisions. People have moved on and the division is happier!  
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 Our nearly-unique context [with particular attributes, evidences] the 
value of a more informal approach to governance. [This] has been 
shown in our effectiveness in student success and our responsiveness to 
the local community. As a [sized] school division we are able to be more 
completely aware of the personal and community needs and impact of 
decisions. This allows us perhaps more information to make decisions, 
but it can also make necessary decisions harder to make.  

 The best example would be the difficulties (that still exist to a minor 
degree) that [a number of] trustees have with the model we employ, 
namely that the board ran the place and administration did what it was 
told. Beyond that example, a minor change in the way board meetings 
are structured probably demonstrates our ability to shift direction. It 
became clear a couple of years ago that some trustees were feeling they 
were not informed enough about the more mundane goings on in the 
school division. A board update was introduced into each board meeting 
agenda, during which items of some significance, but not enough 
significance to warrant an agenda item, were reported verbally. That 
change was well accepted, and continues.  

 We continue to have some conflict in that a few board members who 
would like to be more "hands on," depending on the specific issue. This 
desire is fed by information (accurate or otherwise) from other boards 
who would suggest they are taking a much more administrative 
approach than our board. A key piece in all of this is the discipline 
required by directors in making the difficult decisions and advising the 
board rather than "sharing" difficult decisions, as a risk diffusion 
strategy or simply out of fear.  

 We began our existence in January of 2006 with a gathering of all staff 
to help us create our foundational statements. The inclusiveness was the 
starting point for a very collaborative and open culture. A high level of 
trust has developed and that has created less anxiety for everyone.  

GENERAL COMMENTS FROM DIRECTORS 

 Directors expressed a number of supplementary queries or comments that bear 

repeating in this document. 

 [I think we need to] exploring links between governance and student 
learning and board members’ feelings of efficacy, given their lesser 
attention to details [with newly adopted governance approaches].  
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 We are in the early stages of our model.  We would hope to be able to 
elaborate more on our policy and practices as we refine and continue to 
implement our model.  I believe many school divisions are in the early 
stages of their policy governance models and as such ongoing study 
should also take place in the future by the same SELU research team.  

 Knowing that time is precious commodity - on what do trustees want to 
spend their time - on substantive strategic issues related to student 
success or on the day to day functioning of a school division.  

 We have monitored changes to our policy governance models by 
considering how the school division will be different with the 
involvement of board members over the course of their three year term. 
As individuals, they should be able to feel they have made a difference by 
being a board member.  I would be interested to know the personal and 
collective perceptions [of trustees] regarding their direct impact on 
school division.  

 I don’t believe boards are following pure models....there is theory and 
then there is real practice!!!  

 Given the "continuum" that likely exists across the province in terms of 
policy governance, what are the key or critical salient aspects that 
boards and senior management should strive to attain?  

 I think that there is definitely a difference between urban and rural 
governance of a school division - this would be interesting to know more 
about.  As well, ways to develop the culture desired - as change is a 
difficult process at the best of times.  

 What do boards view as the plus/minuses of policy governance? What 
have been practices that have led boards to be effective?  

 My board has always been there for me because I haven't made any 
"big" mistakes. But, I sometimes wonder what would happen if I did 
make a significant error. I know they notice the little ones and I will hear 
about those (and that's okay). I just wish that trustees knew the sacrifices 
we make and maybe were a little more cognizant of our need for a 
personal life. I rarely get any feedback at all, except for the annual 
review.  I think that board members need be generous with their praise 
and at times less judgmental, especially when they don't have the benefit 
of the facts. Having said that, my board is very supportive in the amount 
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of freedom they give me to deliver on their goals. I appreciate that very 
much.  

 I would be interested in hearing more about the possible differences in 
governance approaches between smaller school divisions and the larger 
ones. We have certain limits on our capacity to provide the board with 
the kinds of information that I think they need to help maintain a policy 
governance model (i.e.,  some school divisions have data managers, 
human resource personnel, and specialists in various areas who can 
provide very detailed information in their particular area of expertise). 
Does the capacity of the school division to provide specific and detailed 
information like this have an impact on the kind of governance that can 
occur?  

 I would question relationships. My personal belief is that without strong 
respect between board and director, the reculturing will be a huge 
struggle. I have noticed colleagues more guarded than in the past and 
when the director has to look over his/her shoulder all the time, little 
positive will result.  

 What kind of information do board members need in order to know that 
their division and schools are achieving their goals? How do boards 
evaluate themselves in terms of their decision making, setting of 
priorities, and holding themselves accountable?  

 It is important to ask people how they define terms. My understanding of 
policy governance or strategic governance is likely quite different that 
the director or board member down the road.  

 I believe the question that ought to be asked is: who's monitoring (from 
outside) the operation of school divisions? It can take a long time (years) 
for a board to realize it's off the rails, and that a change in 
administration is required. I've changed my position about this in the last 
number of years, but I now would favor a discussion regarding the 
Province's role in providing a supervisory presence.  

 I think it is impossible to separate board governance from director -
leadership. Many of my director colleagues had little experience before 
2005. Many boards have members with 20+ years of "administering" 
their legacy school divisions.  

 In particular, I think former teachers and administrators on board have 
a real challenge with policy governance. They would like to "run" the 
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division and believe they bring specific expertise to the table. I 
personally would like to see legislation that did not allow anyone to run 
for a position on a board where they have been an employee during the 
prior five years.  

 I would think that many profess to be policy governance boards but are 
still consuming themselves with administrative tasks. It would [be 
interesting] to collect summary documents related to a board annual 
reviews. I know our document reveals a great deal about the way our 
board operates.  
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FURTHER PERSPECTIVES 
ON SPECTRUM OF GOVERNANCE APPROACHES 

In order to provide a means for surveying the perceived type of governance 

employed by Saskatchewan school boards, an instrument was developed to typify four 

basic governance stances or approaches:  administrative governance, familial and 

fiduciary governance, policy governance and strategic governance.  Tailoring extant 

models, orientations or approaches to customized governance might be expected amongst 

all boards, to some extent and as newly amalgamated systems mature.  At best, this was a 

daunting task with a number of major limitations.  Of course, boards are not obliged to 

process their decisions, exercise power nor action in a rational manner aligned to any one 

simplified set of orientations or practices (beyond stipulations of the Education Act and 

constraints of State requirements).  However, to get a sense of the varied approaches, 

numerous items (six time four) were developed to characterize each of the four basic 

approaches, based on extant literature and conventional governance intelligence.  A fifth 

“hybrid” approach was included to account for those boards who had taken what they 

considered to be the best features of various approaches and adapted these to their own 

situation.  Again, we emphasize that it was our view from the beginning that none of the 

boards would exhibit pure forms of these proto-typical approaches.  Hybrid governance 

was discerned by those resonating with the following statement:  “In my estimation, this 

Board performs its governance functions using a unique mixture of approaches or 

models.”  In the case of the other four proto-types, we worked with six descriptors for 

each. 

Administrative governance may be characterized by the following elements: 

1. Most of the policies that the board deals with relate to how specific situations or 

functions ought to be handled in the Division; 

2. Board members like to see detailed reports of monthly Division expenditures; 

3. School board policies are extensive and specific to many past and anticipated 

issues; 
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4. Board is actively involved in the day-to-day operations of the Division;  

5. Board tends to be quite “hand-on” when it comes to Division management; and 

6. Board sees its main work as reacting and ratifying. 

The essence of this proto-typical approach was the involvement of board in operational 

(managerial and administrative) aspects of Division functions and decision making.   

Familial and fiduciary governance may be characterized by the following elements: 

1. Board decisions are significantly and predictably shaped through the influence of 

long-standing Board member(s); 

2. Board expects significant division-level decisions to be brought to them for 

consideration; 

3. Board decisions are primarily shaped through influence of the director of 

education; 

4. Board encourages major work challenges and issues, faced by director and staff, 

to be brought to them for advice and decisions, where warranted; 

5. One of the board members usually sets the tone for board discussions and 

exercises much more influence on decisions than do the rest; and 

6. Board operates primarily as guardians of the School Division taxpayers’ interests. 

The essence of this proto-typical approach was the affinity of board with particular 

persons (i.e., director, longstanding trustee) or stakeholders (i.e,, rate-payers, legacy or 

boundary constituents).   

Policy governance may be characterized by the following elements: 

1. Board’s policies and mandate to the director of Education constitute their primary 

tools for effective governance; 

2. Board policies are minimal in volume and complexity; 
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3. Board develops policies that focus on the “Ends” or results they want to achieve; 

4. Board basically works through director of education to get things done; 

5. Board is highly aligned to the so-called “Carver” or “policy-governance” 

approach to board roles and responsibilities; and 

6. Board generally delegates the methods and/or means for achieving results to 

director and Staff. 

The essence of this proto-type approach was the approximation of board efforts to 

“Carver-like,” role matrix, Ends-focused governance practices expressed through 

directing policy and delegation. 

Strategic governance may be characterized by the following elements: 

1. Board’s primary attention is on turning the Division vision and values into reality; 

2. Board has worked to adopt and adapt governance practices similar to those 

suggested in the Saskatchewan School Board Association’s materials; 

3. Board has spent considerable time developing the principles they use for all their 

decisions; 

4. Board works diligently to align their resources to support goal achievement; 

5. Board sees its main work as deciding and delegating; and 

6. Board is highly aligned to the Saskatchewan School Boards’ Association 

“strategic governance” approach. 

The essence of this proto-type approach was the approximation of board efforts to 

strategic goals, priorities and resource alignment through specific principles, plans and 

monitoring practices. 

Obviously some of these elements are overlapping.  It is also quite likely that 

consensus on labels and descriptors would be hard to achieve (even within one board, let 

alone across the 28 boards).  However, these are the qualities this study has associated 
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with this spectrum of governance alternatives.  Our approach was to consider the 

aggregate elements under each approach to be evidence of tendencies or dispositions 

towards or away from these characterizing features.  In other words, we sought to 

determine the extent to which the directors or trustees agreed or disagreed that the 

behaviour or practices they had observed in their board experiences approximated these 

elements and when put together demonstrated a pattern or tendency that favoured one 

approach over another.  

CLUSTERS OF SCHOOL BOARDS BASED ON GOVERNANCE 
DISPOSITIONS 

 We were interested to see if we could cluster the 28 school boards according to 

their governance-alike dispositions.  From their website archives, descriptions garnered 

from directors and scores on surveys we grouped the boards into three groups.  In Cluster 

A, there were nine school boards (six represented by their directors).  These school 

boards appeared to be oriented in their governance to administrative or familial/fiduciary 

approaches to governance.  In Cluster B, the middle range group, there were 10 boards 

who had some elements of familial and fiduciary, hybrid and some elements of policy 

board governance approaches.  Finally, Cluster C consisted of nine boards that seemed 

quite consistently policy and/or strategic governance oriented.  Basically, the 28 boards 

were placed on a continuum and divided into their most board-alike groupings (or 

clusters). Second, we were interested to see if these clusters were significantly different 

from each other in terms of their own views on approaches to governance, value 

orientation and whether their view of the constituent elements or indicators of board 

effectiveness differentiated them from other cluster groups.  We were intentional in our 

selection of board case interviews to select boards to represent the full continuum of 

approaches to governance.   In some of the analyses to follow, we use these clusters to 

depict board results.  This approach allowed us to combine trustees and directors from 

alike-governance approaches and increase the statistical level of confidence for each 

result, based on reasonable size of each cluster (9-10 divisions, 9-10 directors, and 25-30 

trustees).   
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CLUSTER AFFIRMATION GRAPHS 

We note on Figures 1-4 that Group A aligned themselves with administrative 

governance and familial and fiduciary governance (see Figures 1 & 2) and that, as 

likewise predicted, Group C aligned most closely to policy governance and strategic 

governance approaches (see Figure 3 & 4).  This merely points to the likelihood that the 

clustering of divisions (for trustees and directors) was appropriate.  This affirmation 

provides some tentative legitimation for the further analyses of data using these three 

clusters as proxies for depicting sets of responses along a continuum of governance 

approaches.  We would speculate that the higher sense of administrative governance on 

the part of Group A directors may reflect either their own leadership style preferences or 

their view of co-managing with board or even “interference” with operational aspects of 

division system by board members.  

Figure 1 Means for Administrative Governance According to Groups 
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Both Group B and Group C trustees provided the perspective that board 

governance was more familial or fiduciary than did the directors (see Figure 2)  This was 

not the case for Group A, where trustees and directors tended to assess their boards in the 

same way. 

 

Figure 2 Means for Familial and Fiduciary Governance According to Groups 

 All three groups (see Figure 3) scored in a fashion that might have been 

hypothesized in the design of this study, with Groups B and C scoring higher than Group 

A. 
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Figure 3 Means for Policy Governance According to Groups 

 Figure 4 indicates perceptions that are similar to those depicted in Figure 3 

(policy governance).   
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Figure 4 Means for Strategic Governance According to Groups 
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 Again, these figures point to the appropriateness of placement for the trustee and 

director responses into the three cluster groups.  In other words, the policy type group 

means match the characteristics that were predicted for each.   

Table 2: Directors’ Views on Their Boards’ Governance Approach 

Approach 
Overall 

Mean/StDev 

Group A 

Mean/StDev 

Group B 

Mean/StDev 

Group C 

Mean/StDev 

Administrative 
Governance 2.1/1.2 2.5/1.4 1.9/2.3 1.9/1.1 

Familial & Fiduciary 
Governance 

2.9/3.3 2.9/1.5 2.8/1.0 2.9/1.2 

Hybrid Governance 3.4/.9 3.8/4.1 3.4/1.0 2.8/1.2 

Policy Governance 3.8/1.4 2.9/1.6 4.3/.9 4.3/1.0 

Strategic Governance 3.7/1.3 3.1/1.5 4.1/1.0 3.9/4.4 

 

When the perceptions of all 26 directors are taken into consideration, it is obvious 

that policy and strategic governance approaches best describe their boards’ operation.  

The greatest standard deviation (approach with greatest diversity or range of option 

amongst directors) occurs with the familial and fiduciary governance approach.  About 

50% of directors agree that most of the policies their school board deals with relate to 

how specific situations or functions ought to be handled in the division (an administrative 

approach to governance).  Sixty percent of directors said they believed it was accurate to 

say that their board operates primarily as guardians of the school division tax payers’ 

interests (which is a familial and fiduciary-like approach to governance).  Representing a 

view that the school board’s policies and mandate to their director constitute their 

primary tools for governance was the imputation of 88% of directors when asked to 

reflect on their boards’ approaches to governance (an orientation to the policy governance 

approach).  The most agreement for directors (in relation to the strategic governance 

approach was expressed by 73% of directors who felt their boards’ primary attention was 

to turn the division’s vision and values into reality.   
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Table 3 Trustees’ Views on Their Boards’ Governance Approach 

Approach 
Overall 

Mean/StDev 

Group A 

Mean/StDev 

Group B 

Mean/StDev 

Group C 

Mean/StDev 

Administrative 
Governance 2.2/1.2 2.6/1.5 2.2/1.1 1.9/1.1 

Familial & Fiduciary 
Governance 

3.1/1.3 3.5/1.2 2.9/1.2 3.0/3.6 

Hybrid Governance 3.4/1.2 3.9/.7 3.3/1.4 3.3/1.2 

Policy Governance 3.9/4.2 3.6/1.2 3.8/1.2 4.2/1.1 

Strategic Governance 3.6/1.5 3.3/1.4 3.4/1.3 3.9/1.3 

 

RURAL, URBAN & RURAL/URBAN SCHOOL DIVISIONS AND 
PERCEIVED GOVERNANCE DISPOSITIONS 

 In school divisions where amalgamation has taken place over the years (we have 

in mind both voluntary and force-of-State amalgamations), the phenomenon of mixed 

rural and urban boards has become more pronounced.  It was of interest to determine 

whether urban, rural or urban/rural divisions responded differently to the various 

governance approaches.  As Figures 5-9 depict, urban boards were more likely to have 

administrative governance features (than other jurisdictions).   
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Figure 5 Means for Administrative Governance According to Rural, Urban and Urban/Rural 

Divisions with rural component were more likely to have trustees with familial 

and fiduciary features (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6 Means for Familial & Fiduciary Governance According to Rural, Urban and 
Urban/Rural 
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Urban divisions were more likely to have directors who saw hybrid governance as 

characterizing their board dispositions (Figure 7).   

 

Figure 7. Means for Hybrid Governance According to Rural, Urban and Urban/Rural 
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Urban/Rural and rural boards were more likely to see their boards as policy 

governance oriented (Figure 8).   

 

Figure 8. Means for Policy Governance According to Rural, Urban and Urban/Rural 
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Urban/Rural directors and rural trustees were more apt to characterize their boards 

under the rubric of strategic governance (Figure 9).   

 

Figure 9. Means for Strategic Governance According to Rural, Urban and Urban/Rural 

COMPETING ROLES ANALYSES 

Another means to determining orientation of boards was used, based on Quinn’s 

competing roles typology.  We were interested to know the role orientations of trustees 

and directors and if trustees’ and directors’ views of their boards’ approaches to 

governance were correlated with any one or more of the basic approaches or types of 

governance.   

Simply expressed, trustees and directors were asked to express the extent of their 

agreement on the practices of their respective boards with or against the Quinn 
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descriptors.  According to Quinn (1996), vision setting boards attend to the future, 

remain up-to-date with emerging trends, focus on purpose and direction, and 

communicate a sense of where their division will be over the long term.  Motivating 

school boards attend to commitment, emphasize the division’s values, challenge people 

with new goals and aspirations, and create a sense of excitement.  Analyzing boards 

attend to the efficiency of operations, evaluate proposed projects, and integrate 

conflicting perspectives and needs.  Finally, Quinn’s competing roles model suggests that 

the boards with tasking orientation attend to performance, focus on results, solve 

problems, and influence lower-level decisions.    

 As indicated in Figure 10, the analyzing and tasking roles are transactional and 

the vision setting and motivating roles are transformational.   

 

Figure 10 Quinn’s (1996, p. 149) Four Competing Roles Model 

 It is clear that policy and strategic governance approaches had the most positive 

correlative connection with all of these governance “verbs.”  As indicated on Table 4, 
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trustees perceive themselves to be most focused on vision setting and analyzing (least 

oriented to tasking); whereas directors see themselves as most focused on vision setting 

and motivating (with equal attention to analyzing and tasking – though there is more 

agreement on analyzing function than on tasking). 

Table 4 Governance Approach According to Trustees (T) and Directors (D) 

Approach 
Vision Setting 

Mean/StDev 

Motivating 

Mean/StDev 

Analyzing 

Mean/StDev 

Tasking 

Mean/StDev 

Trustees 4.1/1.0 3.6/1.4 3.7/1.2 3.0/1.2 

Directors 4.0/1.0 3.7/1.0 3.5/.8 3.5/1.3 

 

 Table 5 provides some further insight into the connections between approaches to 

governance and the competing roles for trustees and directors.  Vision setting, motivating 

and analyzing, for example, are negatively correlated with the administrative governance 

approach.  It is clear that vision setting is most highly correlated with policy governance 

and strategic governance approaches.  This is also true with analyzing, and to a lesser 

extent with motivating and tasking.  From these tentative findings, the key point is that 

policy and strategic governance approaches are far more highly correlated to the four 

fundamental roles associated with leadership and governance in the context of competing 

values, than they are the other three approaches (hybrid, familial & fiduciary, and 

administrative).  Note the particularly high correlations for directors in vision setting and 

tasking (associated with both policy and strategic governance approaches).  
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Table 5  Correlation of Roles with Approaches to Governance, According to Trustees (T), 
Directors (D) and Combined Trustees and Directors (TD) 

Approach 
Vision Setting 

T/D/TD 

Motivating 

T/D/TD 

Analyzing 

T/D/TD 

Tasking 

T/D/TD 

Administrative 
Governance 

-.24*/-.24/-.24** -.01/-.32*/-.07 -.04/-.09/-.05 .15/-.17/.08 

Familial & Fiduciary 
Governance 

.01/-.23/-.04 .08*/-.19/.04 .09*/-.16/.06 .31*/-.08/.21* 

Hybrid Governance .30*/-.10/.23 .38*/-.25/.30** .21/-.20/.17 .10/-.27/.02 

Policy Governance .56*/.69**/.58** .39*/.62**/.42** .48*/.52**/.47** .28*/.72**/.37** 

Strategic 
Governance 

.54*/.73**/.57** .35*/.57**/.37** .39*/.51**/.39** .29*/.75**/.38** 

*=p<0.5;  **=p<0.01 

TRUSTEE AND DIRECTOR PERCEPTIONS OF BOARD 
EFFECTIVENESS  

As evidenced in Table 6, directors’ responses ranked their boards high on 

effectiveness in seven of 12 indicators “credibility with community,” “financial planning 

and management,” “relationship to director,” “individual and collective efficacy,” “board 

learning,” “strategic planning and prioritizing,” and “board focus.”  While trustees ranked 

“relationship to director,” “financial planning and management,” and “board focus” as 

their boards’ highest areas of effectiveness.  The least effective areas, from directors’ 

perspectives, were “meeting effectiveness” and “team orientation;” whereas, trustees 

ranked their board colleagues lowest on “monitoring of improvement” and “strategic 

planning and priorities.”  It is interesting to note the overall higher view of directors on 

level of board effectiveness (compared to trustees).  The greatest sense of unanimity for 

trustees was related to financial planning and management whereas their sense of the 

general effectiveness of monitoring improvement provided a wider range of views; 

perhaps a diversity of experiences is reflected in this finding. 
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Table 6  Trustees (N=135) and Directors (N=26) Mean Scores and Standard Deviation on 
Effectiveness Indicators,(12 indicators with six items per indicator) 

Board Effectiveness Indicator Trustees Directors 

Relationship with and Evaluation of Directors 4.1/1.2 4.1/1.2 

Credibility with Community in Strategic Relationships 3.8/1.2 4.1/1.0 

Financial Planning and Management 4.4/.86 4.1/1.0 

Individual and Collective Efficacy 3.9/1.1 4.1/1.1 

Meeting Time Effectiveness 3.8/1.2 3.8/1.2 

Policy Making Orientation 3.8/1.2 3.9/1.0 

Monitoring Improvement 3.5/4.1 3.9/1.2 

Board Learning 3.9/1.2 4.1/1.0 

Strategic Planning and Prioritizing 3.6/1.4 4.1/0.9 

General Board Effectiveness 3.9/4.3 4.0/1.0 

Board Focus 4.0/1.1 4.1/1.0 

Board Teamship  3.9/1.3 3.8/1.3 

 

We think there is value to be found for readers in the display of the item analyses 

for each of these 12 indicators of board effectiveness (for both the trustee and director 

perspectives).  While it was not the primary aim of this study to differentiate perceptions 

of trustees and directors, the analysis of item-by-item responses does lend itself to some 

perceptual insights that might provide for interesting director/board dialogue. 

From Table 7, it can be seen that directors indicate that different policy types 

(Groups A, B, & C) only have statistically significant impact on board learning (.00). 

There is no statistically significant result considering only trustee’s opinions. If both 

directors’ and trustees’ opinions were considered, then there are three statistically 

significant results affected by the different groups divided by our three different policy 

types and governance approaches. These are: relationship with and evaluation of director 

(.03), Credibility with community in strategic relationships (.05), and board learning 

(.03).   
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Table 7 A Comparison of Directors, Trustees, and Directors & Trustees 

Items Directors Trustees 
Directors  & 

Trustees 

Relationship with and Evaluation of 
Directors 

.22 .18 .03 

Credibility with Community in Strategic 
Relationships 

.13 .16 .05 

Financial Planning and Management .89 .081 .28 

Individual and Collective Efficacy .74 .30 .28 

Meeting Time Effectiveness .49 .80 .42 

Policy Making Orientation .12 .81 .22 

Monitoring Improvement .38 .33 .07 

Board Learning .00 .33 .03 

Strategic Planning and Prioritizing .56 .51 .30 

General Board Effectiveness .27 .10 .11 

Board Focus .70 .73 .90 

Board Teamship .55 .544 .77 

 

Though not depicted on this table, for directors there is a difference between the 

three groups, but since there are not sufficient samples, we cannot locate the specific 

difference between two of the three groups. We noted that for relationship with and 

evaluation of directors, there is a statistically significant difference between Group A and 

C.  Our results indicated that there was a statistically significant difference between 

Group B and C in the credibility with community in strategic relationships indicator of 

board effectiveness.  For effectiveness quality “board learning” there was a statistically 

significant difference between Group A and C.  

CREDIBILITY WITH COMMUNITY IN STRATEGIC RELATIONS 

 Board members were most likely to agree that they were actively encouraging 

partnerships, responding to constituent concerns and that they provide ways for involving 

the community in their deliberations.  Board members were least agreeable on the matter 
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of communication effectiveness (with constituents).  Both trustees and directors provided 

some questions about the effectiveness of vision renewal or development with 

communities.  This is especially interesting, and perhaps surprising, in light of new 

identities and system cultures tied to restructuring efforts (Table 8).  

Table 8 Perceptions of Board Effectiveness: Credibility with Community in Strategic 

Relations (Trustees M=3.8 and StDev=1.2; Director M=4.1 and StDev=1.0) 

Survey Items Trustees Directors+ 

The Division administration reports to the board on the 
concerns of constituents in a timely, accurate and helpful 
fashion.(2)† 

76.1 88.4 

We are active in our encouragement of partnerships with 
groups who share a commitment to the advancement of 
educational purposes.(4) 

82.5 84.5 

Our School Division has formal structures and procedures for 
involving the community in the deliberative processes of the 
board. (7) 

76.1 84.6* 

This board has high credibility with the Division’s key 
stakeholders (staff, school communities, taxpayers, agencies, 
and other governments).  (11) 

68.7** 96.1 

Over the last two or three years, our board has worked with 
various communities to develop (or renew) our vision for 
education in the Division with a clearly stated mission, values, 
and goals. (13) 

60.4** 69.1** 

As a board we have found effective ways and means for 
regularly communicating with the Division constituents (i.e., 
public relations efforts and use of various media and 
technologies).   (18) 

59.5** 76.8* 

†
Number in brackets is item number from trustee survey instrument;  

+ Note :Director questions were worded slightly differently on their surveys. 

*=15% or more said “slightly disagree” 

**=25% or more said “disagree to some extent” 
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FINANCIAL PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT 

 Trustees and directors agree that their school divisions are financially sound and 

that resources are used efficiently.  They differ somewhat on data used for developing 

budgets and analyzing commitments.  Both trustees and directors provided a fair bit of 

disagreement with the statement which suggested boards undertake routine analysis of 

ongoing costs. 

Table 9 Perceptions of Board Effectiveness: Financial Planning and Management 
(Trustees M=4.0; StDev=4.3; Director M=4.1 and StDev=1.0) 

Survey Items Trustees Directors 

This School Division is financially sound (viable and stable). 
(3)† 

84.3 92.2 

Our School Division resources are used efficiently (good 
value for money spent). (5) 

79.8 80.7* 

Our board reviews enrolment projections alongside forecasts 
for future budgetary needs.(8) 

88.9 73.0* 

In our role as a public authority, our board considers the 
potential financial impact on all community groups in the 
development of our Division’s financial plan. (10) 

66.0** 76.8* 

Our board provides leadership for the financial plan of the 
Division. (15) 

76.1 80.7* 

Our board routinely requests analyses of on-going costs for 
proposed projects before committing rate/taxpayer dollars. 
(16) 

59.5** 69.2** 

†
Number in brackets is item number from trustee survey instrument;  

+ Note :Director questions were worded slightly differently on their surveys. 
*=15% or more said “slightly disagree” 
**=25% or more said “disagree to some extent” 

RELATIONSHIP WITH AND EVALUATION OF DIRECTOR 

 The major item of difference between trustees and directors is related to ongoing 

encouragement by boards of the director.  There is less agreement on the part of the 

directors with this situation.  Directors’ responses tended to be lower in level of 

agreement for items concerning relationship. Overall trustees and directors perceived the 

relationship with director in a positive fashion. 

 

Table 10 Perceptions of Board Effectiveness:  Relationship With and Evaluation of Director 
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(Trustees M=4.1; StDev=1.2; Directors M=4.1 and StDev=1.2) 

Survey Items Trustees Directors 

Our board does a good job of providing ongoing 
encouragement to our Director of Education. (1)† 

87.1 65.4** 

In consultation with the Director, we have identified some 
separate areas of administrative and board role 
responsibilities and we have agreed on how these 
separations will be maintained. (6) 

77.9 76.8 

Every year we conduct a formal appraisal of the performance 
of our Director of Education.  (9) 

79.7 80.6 

I would say board and each of its members enjoy positive 
relationships with central office and school-based 
administrators. (12) 

79.8 88.3 

There is a productive working relationship between our board 
and the Director of Education (good communications, mutual 
trust and respect).  (14) 

80.6 92.2 

Our board has been successful in its engagement with the 
Director of Education, generally working collaboratively with 
purpose and clear direction. (17) 

87.1 80.7* 

†
Number in brackets is item number from trustee survey instrument;  

+ Note :Director questions were worded slightly differently on their surveys. 
*=15% or more said “slightly disagree” 
**=25% or more said “disagree to some extent” 

INDIVIDUAL TRUSTEE AND COLLECTIVE BOARD EFFICACY 

 From Table 11, we see that directors impute a much lower level of student 

achievement efficacy to trustees than trustees do for themselves.  However, both groups 

harbor significant disagreement with the item that suggested to them that trustees can do 

much to enhance student achievement. On the other hand, trustees and especially 

directors, agree that there is a great deal of efficacy in ensuring the high performance of 

personnel.  Interestingly, directors are more confident (inclined to agree) that board 

members’ approaches to governance makes a positive difference to divisions’ efforts to 

enhance student learning than are trustees.  There is consistent agreement on the part of 

109 trustees that they do experience individual and collective efficacy in their roles, as 

trustees 

. 
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Table 11 Perceptions of Board Effectiveness:  Individual Trustee and Collective Board 
Efficacy 
 (Trustees M=3.9; StDev=1.3; Directors M=4.1 and StDev=1.1) 

Survey Items Trustees Directors 

As a trustee, I am certain that our board work makes a positive 
difference in the lives of our Division students and our 
communities. (1)† 

82.4 88.4 

As Trustees we have control over most of what it takes to 
succeed as an excellent board. (4) 

75.1* 80.7 

As Trustees, there is much we can do to ensure that our 
School Division personnel perform at the highest level possible  
(10) 

82.5 96.1 

As Trustees, there is much we can do to ensure that our 
students achieve at the highest level possible. (12) 

66.9** 46.0** 

Our board’s approach to governance and policy makes a 
positive difference in our Division’s efforts to enhance student 
learning. (15) 

71.5* 88.4 

As a group of elected Trustees, I sincerely feel that we are 
making significant contributions to the lives of our students, 
their families and our various communities. (18) 

77.0 84.5* 

†
Number in brackets is item number from trustee survey instrument;  

+ Note :Director questions were worded slightly differently on their surveys. 
*=15% or more said “slightly disagree” 
**=25% or more said “disagree to some extent” 

BOARD MEETING TIME EFFECTIVENESS 

 A test of board meeting effectiveness in the literature and conventional wisdom 

suggests that board meeting time should reflect both priorities and role appropriateness.  

It is clear from these findings that trustees and directors disagree that boards are spending 

the majority of their time discussing, formulating, deliberating, and monitoring.  Further, 

the minutes of meetings would not align as closely to expressed priorities as one might 

hope. Boards are seen as attentive to good process (as well as issue resolution) by 

trustees, more than by directors.  Boards are seen to be open-minded, fair, and to benefit 

from yearly or continuous agenda.  Trustees are more likely to see their meeting well-

managed than directors.  
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Table 12 Perceptions of Board Effectiveness:  Board Meeting Time Effectiveness 
(Trustees M=3.8; StDev=1.2; Directors M=3.8 and StDev=1.2) 

Survey Items Trustees Directors 

This board tends to be just as attentive about how it reaches 
conclusions as it is about what is actually decided (i.e., we 
are both process and content conscious). (2)† 

80.7 69.2* 

Our board deals fairly and in an open-minded fashion with all 
issues brought to us. (5) 

82.5 84.5* 

Our board has an “annual continuous agenda” or a “yearly 
agenda” that systematically and predictably guides the design 
and subject matter of many of our meetings. (8) 

88.9 92.2 

I estimate that we spend at least 60% of our board meeting 
time discussing, formulating policy, deliberating, or monitoring 
policy. (11) 

35.7** 46.1** 

Our school board meetings are well-managed. (14) 79.7* 69.1** 

If an outsider were to examine our board minutes, our board’s 
priorities would be accurately reflected in the business we 
conduct, the time we’ve taken on various agenda items and 
the decisions we have made. (17) 

56.8** 53.8** 

†
Number in brackets is item number from trustee survey instrument;  

+ Note :Director questions were worded slightly differently on their surveys. 
*=15% or more said “slightly disagree” 
**=25% or more said “disagree to some extent” 

BOARD POLICY MAKING ORIENTATION 

 There is an interesting contrast between directors and trustees with respect to 

focusing on the right problems to be solved.  This together with the lower level of 

agreement of both trustees and directors on policy making as a primary role and degree to 

which clear procedures for decision making are defined.  However, sound processes, 

providing equitable opportunities for all students and periodic evaluation of policy are 

areas of high effectiveness, as perceived by trustees and directors. 
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Table 13 Perceptions of Board Effectiveness:  Board Policy Making Orientation 
 (Trustees M=4.3; StDev=0.9; Directors M =3.9 and StDev=1.0) 

Survey Items Trustees Directors 

As a board of Education, we tend to be less concerned with 
solving particular problems and more concerned about 
making sure the right problems are being solved.  (3)† 

65.1** 49.9** 

Our board’s primary focus is our role in policy making. (6) 69.6** 61.5** 

Our current board uses sound decision-making processes 
(focuses on board responsibilities, factual information etc.). 
(7) 

85.3 80.7 

The challenges and strategies associated with providing 
equitable opportunities for all students are clearly reflected in 
our board policy making over the last few years. (9) 

77.0 92.2 

We govern this School Division by establishing and 
periodically evaluating our policies. (13) 

85.3 88.4 

We use clearly defined procedures to govern our decision 
making. (16) 

69.7** 65.3** 

†
Number in brackets is item number from trustee survey instrument;  

+ Note :Director questions were worded slightly differently on their surveys. 
*=15% or more said “slightly disagree” 
**=25% or more said “disagree to some extent” 

BOARD LEARNING 

 A sense of investing in ongoing development of board, using outside assistance or 

advice to fine tune effectiveness are perceived by both trustees and directors as strengths 

and contribute to board learning.  Setting aside time to learn about important issues, 

having formal discussions about board performance and allotting time to sharpen 

understanding of boards’ role and responsibilities were items with uneven responses from 

trustees and directors.  On all three of these items, directors were in higher agreement 

with these descriptions.  Reflecting on past decisions is a practice that seems to be least in 

evidence – at least from these six items on board learning. 
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Table 14 Perceptions of Board Effectiveness:  Board Learning  
(Trustees M=3.9; StDev=1.2; Directors M =4.1 and StDev=1.0) 

Survey Items Trustees Directors 

We have invested in the ongoing development of our board 
members by various means (e.g., conferences, seminars, 
workshops, or training sessions). (2)† 

93.5 96.0 

Periodically we have set aside board meeting times to learn 
more about important issues facing this and similar school 
divisions.  (4) 

66.9** 80.7* 

From time to time, our board has sought outside assistance 
or advice to help us to fine-tune our effectiveness as a board.  
(8) 

88.0 84.5 

I have participated in board discussions time when we have 
reflected on what we might have done differently as we’ve 
looked back at previous actions of the board. (12) 

61.4** 65.2** 

With the last year or so, this board has had formal (or 
structured) discussions about the effectiveness of our board 
performance (i.e., Have used annual health-check).  (15) 

72.4** 84.5 

Over the last two-three years, our board has allotted 
significant time to sharpen our own understanding of the 
board’s role and responsibilities.  (18) 

68.8** 80.7 

†
Number in brackets is item number from trustee survey instrument;  

+ Note :Director questions were worded slightly differently on their surveys. 

MONITORING IMPROVEMENT 

 While most trustees and directors agree that boards have specific measures and 

processes for monitoring CIF progress, First Nations and Métis student benchmark data 

have not been presented over the last year in the majority of divisions.  Of course CIF 

implementation is relatively new and foci have been on literacy and numeracy 

(interpreted as math scores).  There seems to be some lag in evidence or reporting 

progress and outcomes, compared to intentions and priorities might suggest.  Again, this 

is to be expected given the short period since amalgamation and CIF development.  

Directors have a consistent pattern of viewing monitoring improvement items higher than 

trustees.  Most notable is the difference in agreement levels on view that board has 

established ongoing monitoring procedures to ensure policy implementation and 

achievement.   
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Table 15 Perceptions of Board Effectiveness:  Monitoring Improvement  
(Trustees M=3.5; StDev=4.1; Directors M=3.9 and StDev=1.2) 

Survey Items Trustees Directors 

As a board we have seen evidence that there have been 
improved learner reading outcomes in our School Division.  
(1) † 

57.7** 65.3** 

Over the last year, we have been presented with benchmark 
data on whether or not there have been improved outcomes 
for First Nations and Métis students in our School Division 
(i.e., high school graduation rates). (5) 

33.8** 30.7** 

In the last 12 months, we have been presented with Division 
benchmark data related to learning outcomes in student math 
achievement. (7) 

66.9** 76.8 

We have specific measures and processes for monitoring our 
Division progress towards achievement of our priorities and 
desired outcomes (including those stipulated in the Provincial 
Continuous Improvement Framework). (10) 

72.4 84.6 

In our board priorities include giving Division attention to the 
development of higher levels of literacy in our student 
population. (13) 

85.2 96.1 

Our board has established ongoing monitoring procedures to 
ensure policies are implemented and the desired results are 
achieved. (17) 

65.6** 88.4 

†
Number in brackets is item number from trustee survey instrument;  

+ Note :Director questions were worded slightly differently on their surveys. 
*=15% or more said “slightly disagree” 
**=25% or more said “disagree to some extent” 

STRATEGIC PLANNING AND PRIORITIZING 

 There is a high degree of agreement that boards have supported engagement of 

school community councils in school learning improvement plan initiative, but a low 

view of opportunities afforded to community-level input into strategic planning at the 

division level.  The widest difference in views is related to career development program 

planning, where directors (on the whole) see this as having begun.  Directors are more 

inclined to agree that strategic planning is well established, compared to trustees. 
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Table 16 Perceptions of Board Effectiveness: Strategic Planning and Prioritizing 
(Trustees M=3.6; StDev=1.4; Directors M=4.1 and StDev=0.9) 

Survey Items Trustees Directors 

Our board has focused much of its attention on developing a 
strong Division-wide infrastructure for accountability and 
support to achieve of our educational vision and values. (3) † 

73.3* 80.7 

Our board has supported the engagement of school 
community councils (and schools, of course) in the 
development of school level learning improvement plans. (6) 

89.8 100 

In this School Division, we have established research-based 
policies and approaches to support achievement of our 
strategic plan. (9) 

64.1* 69.2** 

In the last two to three years, we have provided opportunities 
for student, parent/family, and school/school community-level 
input into our strategic planning processes. (11) 

44.8** 34.5++ 

Our School Division has begun to develop a comprehensive 
career development program plan for students, as an 
outcome of our strategic planning process. (14) 

43.9** 73.0** 

We have established a Division strategic plan, with 
appropriate supports, to achieve Provincial and locally-
determined learner outcomes that align to our priorities. (16) 

77.9 92.2 

†
Number in brackets is item number from trustee survey instrument;  

+ Note :Director questions were worded slightly differently on their surveys. 
*=15% or more said “slightly disagree” 
**=25% or more said “disagree to some extent” 

BOARD FOCUS 

 Energy devoted to supporting improved outcomes, sense of confidence in board-

work-well-done (item 16), and declaration of having a clear set of division goals and 

priorities for the year are all agreed upon as board focal points.  Directors are less likely 

to agree that values and guiding principles come (explicitly) into board decisions than are 

trustees believe and there is curious mix in the degrees of agreement on the relationship 

between board effectiveness and board advocacy for student learning. 
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Table 17 Perceptions of Board Effectiveness: Board Focus  
(Trustees M=4.0; StDev=1.1; Directors M=4.1 and StDev=1.0) 

Survey Items Trustees Directors 

As a board, we have had to make some extremely tough 
decisions during the last two years, knowing these needed to 
be made for us to keep on track. (2)† 

70.5* 76.9* 

Values and guiding principles are regularly and explicitly 
brought into discussions at our board meetings. (4) 

76.0 53.8** 

We have a clear set of Division goals and priorities for the 
year ahead. (7) 

83.4 93.3 

As board we devote concerted energy to support the 
improvement of educational outcomes in our Division. (10) 

85.3 92.3 

Our effectiveness as a board has been proportional to our 
advocacy for student learning. (13) 

73.3* 61.4** 

If people knew full well the details, complexities and issues 
that have pertained to the most difficult of our board decisions 
over the last two years, I am convinced that they would affirm 
each of our board decisions. (16) 

80.7 88.3 

†
Number in brackets is item number from trustee survey instrument;  

+ Note :Director questions were worded slightly differently on their surveys. 
*=15% or more said “slightly disagree” 
**=25% or more said “disagree to some extent” 

GENERAL SCHOOL BOARD EFFECTIVENESS 

 Trustees are more likely to consider their boards to be highly effective than 

directors (items 1 and 17).  However, both groups attribute boards with excellent 

leadership in support of divisional programs.  Trustees are not as sure about non-rubber 

stamping role nor about whether they have done well in developing goal and priority 

support infrastructures (compared to directors’ perspectives). 
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Table 18 Perceptions of Board Effectiveness: General School Board Effectiveness 
(Trustees m=3.9; StDev=4.3; Directors m=4.0 and StDev=1.0) 

Survey Items Trustees Directors 

I believe our board has become highly effective in its 
governance practices. (1)† 

67.8** 53.8** 

This school division has found a good balance between 
organizational stability and innovation. (4) 

71.5 73.0* 

We are not a “rubber stamping” board of Education. (8) 78.8 92.3 

We have done well in our division to develop the both 
governance and management infrastructures to 
support our goals and priorities. (11) 

76.9 92.2 

Modesty aside, our division board provides excellent 
leadership in its support of division programs. (16) 

87.1 80.7* 

I consider us to be a highly effective school board.(17) 77.8 69.2** 
†
Number in brackets is item number from trustee survey instrument;  

+ Note :Director questions were worded slightly differently on their surveys. 
*=15% or more said “slightly disagree” 
**=25% or more said “disagree to some extent” 

BOARD TEAMSHIP 

 The item attracting the least agreement on the board teamship dimension was the 

one concerning the use of constructive criticism.  Directors see capacity impairment 

through conflict in a less favourable way than do the trustees; and board members are 

high in their agreement that they enjoy working with each other and make genuine efforts 

to understand each others’ perspective. 
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Table 19 Perceptions of Board Effectiveness: Board Teamship  
(Trustees m=3.9; StDev=1.3; Directors m=3.8 and StDev=1.3) 

Survey Items Trustees Directors 

The board’s capacity to govern effectively has not been 
impaired by conflicts between or amongst board members. 
(3) † 

72.4 69.2** 

Over the last few years, all of our board members 
demonstrate commitment to this Division’s mission and 
values.  (6) 

76.1* 69.2* 

Whether in private or public, our Trustees exhibit respect for 
each other. (9) 

80.7 80.7 

Our board members enjoy working with each other. (12) 88.0 76.9* 

Our board behaviour points to our genuine efforts to 
understand each others’ perspectives at the board table. (15) 81.6 73.0* 

From time to time, our board members have used 
constructive criticism to help each other. (18) 

59.5* 53.8** 

†
Number in brackets is item number from trustee survey instrument;  

+ Note :Director questions were worded slightly differently on their surveys. 
*=15% or more said “slightly disagree” 
**=25% or more said “disagree to some extent” 

BOARD EFFECTIVENESS INDICATORS ANALYZED BY CLUSTERS 

 An obvious and important question pertains to the connection between board 

effectiveness indicators and board governance approaches.  To address this question we 

have provided figures for each of the 12 indicators against the three clusters of board 

governance approaches (Groups A, B, & C).  Again, boards that were more 

administratively oriented on the spectrum of governance were in Group A and those at 

the policy and strategic governance end of the spectrum were assigned to Group C.  The 

first figure (Figure 11), exhibits the effectiveness scores broken down by the geography 

of the school divisions (urban, rural and combined urban/rural). When the effectiveness 

items are aggregated, the Rural boards’ effectiveness scores were highest for both 

directors and trustees; with both trustees and directors from Urban divisions scoring the 

lower in their perceptions of effectiveness than colleagues in Rural and Urban/Rural. 
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Figure 11  Aggregated Effectiveness Scores: Indicator of Board Effectiveness 
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 As indicated, there were 12 indicators of effectiveness measured by the 

perceptions of three clustered groups of school divisions.  On the spectrum of governance 

orientations, Cluster A (nine school divisions) adhered to administrative or 

familial/fiduciary approaches to governance; Cluster B (10 mid-range divisions) with 

familial and fiduciary, hybrid and some elements of policy board governance in their 

approaches; and Cluster C ( nine divisions) who seemed quite consistently policy and/or 

strategic governance oriented.  Group B and C score higher than did Group A on 

relationship with and evaluation of directors (Figure 12), for both trustees and directors. 

 

Figure 12 Relationship with and Evaluation of Director: Indicator of Board Effectiveness 
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Group B boards were scored lowest on effectiveness in terms of credibility with 

community.  In all instances, directors had higher views of board credibility in all groups 

(Figure 13). 

 

Figure 13 Credibility with Community in Strategic Relationships: Indicator of Board 
Effectiveness 
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 Trustees in Group A, followed closely by trustees in Group C, sensed higher 

levels of effectiveness in financial planning and management dimension.  The directors in 

Group C, sensed the lowest level of effectiveness for this indicator (Figure 14). 

 

Figure 14 Financial Planning and Management: Indicator of Board Effectiveness 
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 The highest levels of individual and collective efficacy were attributed to boards 

in Group C.  In all groups the directors imputed more board efficacy than did the trustees 

(Figure 15). 

 

Figure 15 Individual and Collective Efficacy: Indicator of Board Effectiveness 
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 Both trustees and directors in Group C claimed higher levels for meeting time 

effectiveness than did those representing other two groups (Figure 16). 

 

Figure 16 Meeting Time Effectiveness: Indicator of Board Effectiveness 
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 As might have been predicted from definitions, Group C trustees and directors 

observed more policy orientation in their respective boards and directors in Group A 

were least likely to see policy orientation expressed in their boards (Figure 17). 

 

Figure 17 Policy Making Orientation: Indicator of Board Effectiveness 
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 Directors in Group A and trustees in Group C were the most likely to see 

monitoring improvement effectiveness in their board experiences.  Group B appears to be 

least effective with respect to this quality (Figure 18). 

 

Figure 18  Monitoring Improvement: Indicator of Board Effectiveness 
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 Board learning was most apparent in Group C, and to be slightly less extent than 

in Group B.  As might have been predicted, Group A (often referred to as “traditional 

board” were less likely to ascribe to board learning experiences (Figure 19). 

 

Figure 19 Board Learning: Indicator of Board Effectiveness 
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 Strategic planning and priority behaviour was least in evidence with Group A and 

most claimed in the responses of Group C (Figure 20). 

 

Figure 20  Strategic Planning and Priorities: Indicator of Board Effectiveness 
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 General board focus was claimed for their respective boards, especially trustees in 

Group A and directors in Group B and C (Figure 21). 

 

Figure 21  Board Focus: Indicator of Board Effectiveness 
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 Trustees and directors in Groups A and B assessed their boards’ teamship at a 

higher level than did Group C, where directors were least willing to claim effectiveness 

with respect to teamship (Figure 22). 

 

Figure 22  Board Teamship: Indicator of Board Effectiveness 
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 Group C directors and trustees scored their boards higher than did other groups on 

general board effectiveness.  In the case of Group A, trustees rated their general 

effectiveness higher than their directors but in Group B, the opposite was true (Figure 

23).  

 

Figure 23 General Effectiveness: Indicator of Board Effectiveness 

CORRELATION OF POLICY APPROACHES TO 12 INDICATORS OF 
BOARD EFFECTIVENESS 

 Beyond the comparison (above) of groups and board effectiveness indicators, 

interest was the correlation between the five approaches to governance (including Hybrid 

Governance) with 12 indicators of board effectiveness.  In other words, is there a 

relationship between the various governance approaches and the effectiveness measures? 

It will be quite apparent from Table 20, that boards which align with Policy Governance 
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and Strategic Governance are more highly correlated with the board effectiveness 

attributes than those of other approaches.  Where the value is close to 0.0 there is no 

correlation and where the value is closer to 1.0 (positive correlation) or -1.0 (negative 

correlation) there is a relationship or connection between the two constructs.  Note that 

individual and collective efficacy is highly correlated (negative correlation) with 

Administrative Governance.   

Table 20 Correlations between Governance Approaches and Board Effectiveness 
Indicators/Attributes 
 Using Data from Both Directors and Trustees (N=135) 

Board Effectiveness 
Indicator 

Administrative 
Governance 

Familial & 
Fiduciary 

Governance 

Hybrid 
Governance 

Policy 
Governance 

Strategic 
Governance 

Relationship with and 
Evaluation of Directors 

-.18* .03 -.18* .66** .62** 

Credibility with 
Community in Strategic 
Relationships 

-.01 .19* -.01 .57** .55** 

Financial Planning and 
Management 

.04 .26** .04 .56** .57** 

Individual and 
Collective Efficacy 

-.74 .15 -.07 .50** .53** 

Meeting Time 
Effectiveness 

-.10 .14 -.10 .67** .66** 

Policy Making 
Orientation 

-.18* .14 -.18* .73** .68** 

Monitoring 
Improvement 

.05 .20 .05 .41** .41** 

Board Learning -.22 -.04 -.22* .55** .49** 

Strategic Planning and 
Prioritizing 

-.09 .10 -.09 .58** .46** 

General Board 
Effectiveness 

-.16 .13 .20* .67** .64** 

Board Focus -.03 .16 .29** .63** .63** 

Board Teamship  -.01 .19* .24** .45** .45** 

*=(p<0.05) **=(p<.01) 
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 We were also curious to see if there were correlations amongst the 12 indicators.  

In other words, did any of the indicators have positive or negative correlation with other 

indicators?  There correlations are expressed on Tables 21 (A & B).  It will be obvious to 

the reader that a positive relationship with and evaluation of the director are highly 

correlated with all eleven other board effectiveness measures.  The message is clear, 

board effectiveness and Board-CEO relationships, together with planned assessment of 

Director are strongly linked.  We noted the high correlation between meeting time 

effectiveness and policy orientation, as well as policy orientation to general board 

effectiveness.  The lowest correlation appeared to be with board teamship and monitoring 

improvement and relationship with and evaluation of the director. 
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Table 21 Correlations Between Governance Approaches and Board Effectiveness 
Indicators/Attributes  
Using Data from Both Directors and Trustees (N=135) 

Table 21A Governance Approaches 

Board Effectiveness 
Indicator 

Relationship 
with and 

Evaluation of 
Directors 

Credibility 
with 

Community 
in Strategic 

Relationship
s 

Financial 
Planning and 
Management

Individual 
and 

Collective 
Efficacy 

Meeting Time 
Effectiveness

Policy 
Making 

Orientation

Relationship with and 
Evaluation of Directors 

x .73** .69** .66** .76** .76** 

Credibility with 
Community in Strategic 
Relationships 

- x .78** .73** .73** .74** 

Financial Planning and 
Management 

- - x .72** .72** .74** 

Individual and Collective 
Efficacy 

- - - x .64** .70** 

Meeting Time 
Effectiveness 

- - - - x .87** 

Policy Making 
Orientation 

- - - - - x 

Monitoring Improvement .45* .59** .58** .56** .52** .47** 

Board Learning .69** .62** .62** .62** .69** .67** 

Strategic Planning and 
Prioritizing 

.63** .70** .63** .63** .68** .69** 

General Board 
Effectiveness 

.79** .81** .74** .75** .76** .81** 

Board Focus .73** .73** .76** .71** .78** .79** 

Board Teamship  .69** ..62** .62** .62** .69** .67** 
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Table 21B Board Effectiveness Indicators/Attributes 

       

Board Effectiveness 
Indicator 

Monitoring 
Improvement

Board 
Learning 

Strategic 
Planning & 
Prioritizing 

General 
Board 

Effective 
Board Focus

Board 
Teamship 

Monitoring Improvement x      .63** .58** .57** .67** .44** 

Board Learning -   X .72** .63** .67** .53** 

Strategic Planning and 
Prioritizing 

-   - x .66** .69** .60** 

General Board 
Effectiveness 

-   - - x .79** .73** 

Board Focus -   - - - x .70** 

Board Teamship -   - - - - x 

       

*=(p<0.05) **=(p<.01)  
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OPEN ENDED QUESTIONS FROM TRUSTEES 

 In order to give readers a full sense of the responses to these questions, the 

researcher has reproduced the responses (verbatim), using representative quotes, avoiding 

redundancy (as much as possible) while giving voice to unique expressions and meanings 

of trustees. 

EVIDENCE OF EFFECTIVENESS 

We asked trustees:  What evidence does your board have that it has been 

effective, as a board, over the last two years?   

Board members responded with the following comments:  

 Annual self evaluation – with help of consultant 

 Positive community feedback 

 Face to face meetings with key staff 

 Reaching agreement with CUPE local 

 Creation of a culture of open communications 

 High board morale 

 Operation with balanced budget that produced surplus at end of fiscal 
period 

 Some of our goals have changed, been met and reestablished 

 Monitoring reports showing improved outcomes for kids in targeted 
programs 

 Tests, surveys and anecdotal information show significant improvement 
in students’ literacy 

 We have built functional facilities for learning, at or below budget and 
on time 

 Strong approval from business community, very good media coverage 
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 Large number of requests from schools asking for board member 
participation 

 We haven’t experienced negative comments through media 

 Won Premier’s Award of Excellence 

 Our learning outcomes have continued to increase in the areas we have 
defined as our priorities 

 We annually survey our staff and public for their views on our progress 

 There are some “soft” indicators that we use including awards, attitude 
and comments made at a variety of public forums 

 Director presents thorough and well-prepared monitoring reports 

 Division staff reports to board on particular initiatives 

 Feedback from public and staff is very positive 

 We have shown growth in student achievement through benchmarking, 
professional learning communities and school improvement plans 

 Our board has presented on various topics to conferences and 
congresses 

 We have evolved into a team, working together more effectively.  We’ve 
worked hard to find our comfort levels, regarding governance 

 Non!  No indicators of effective governance are in place 

 Disruptions have been minimal for students 

 We work well together as a team 

 We have had essentially no senior administration turnover in the last two 
years 

 Comments made in public 

 We have made vision/mission/mandate statements and created policies 

 We have met with more stakeholders in the past two years than in any 
other previous years. 
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 We achieved harmonization of LINC and CUPE agreements, as 
achievement of primary goal and step to establishing a new culture 

 Monitoring reports indicate high sense of staff morale, positive learning 
opportunities for students and fiscally responsible approach by board 

 Policies in place and strategic direction developed and adopted 

 We have pillar reports to assess Division effectiveness 

 The low number of concerns and problems to be addressed indicates 
board and senior administration are doing a sufficient job in eyes of 
involved parties 

 We have a very successful new IF program  

 Cohesiveness of administration and board members  

 Effective is relative. What are we comparing to?  No evidence 

 Balanced budget, closures as needed, survived initial amalgamation with 
flying colours 

 The Ministry of Education want to see our model for handling special 
needs students 

 Students scoring [well] on standardized tests 

 Student satisfaction and achievement are high 

 New technology roll out is seen as positive 

 Relationship with staff seem positive according to teachers’ association 

 Board members speak highly of their own learning and engagement 

 Board has formed new authentic partnerships for benefit of students 

 We speak of unity and forward direction 

 Frequent review of board goals and a status report 

 Positive signs of student improvement 

 Mill rate kept to a reasonable level 
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 We have small number of distinct board goals that have timelines and 
indicators of success 

 Using the SMART goal format – our monitoring has become more 
specific and data based 

 Our agendas are no longer clogged with minutiae and we don’t sit in 
meetings til midnight 

 We are getting good progress reports back and adhering to our annual 
work plan 

 We have extensive data collection to determine our progress, consistent 
with Continuous Improvement Framework 

 Agreement by all trustees on vision and process to a achieve vision 

 Low mill rate, very healthy cash reserves which allow us to take 
advantage of opportunities  

 We are recognized as a leader in many areas, provincially 

 Positive feedback in situations we have had to react to 

 We annually update our five year plan, which is guiding force for staff 
and board 

 We’ve established effective school community councils 

 Regular monitoring reports 

 We have established accountability reports/requirements for director 

 We have held successful school closure consultations 

 Developed and implemented a comprehensive assessment plan 

 We have been able to make hard decisions to help with financial bottom 
line. 
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PRACTICES THAT HAVE WORKED 

We asked trustees:  To your way of thinking, what approaches, principles or 

practices have worked well for you Board (most likely explanations or reasons for 

your effectiveness and/or successes over the last two or three years)? Trustees 

responded as follows: 

 We have an effective director of education and we have allowed him to 
do his job 

 Board decisions have generally been based on adequate information and 
we have not been in a position where we merely react to crisis situations 

 Good board members who understand their communities, board 
members with a mix of talents and strengths that complement each 
others, good working relationships expressed at the board table; issues 
discussed and debated at the board table not out in public 

 Appreciating everyone’s respective roles and our function as a Board.  
We are policy developers  . . . setting missions, goals, priorities for the 
division . . . accountable to the public that elected us for the provision of 
the best education to our students 

 Focusing on goals 

 We have focused our energy on fewer goals, selecting two main 
priorities to focus on.  We have tried to stay in our own “sandbox.” 

 We have focused on giving our director and his staff a clear mandate on 
what we want to achieve and then have allowed them to “run with it.” 

 We have on occasion looked to the past to view what as a board we 
wouldn’t want to be like 

 We have a very strong choir who is committed to heard work and 
supports a team concept and is a good listener who leads by example 

 We have brought in team builders to support the team work of the board 

 First, it would be the development of a strategic plan that clearly 
identifies our priorities and our resources are allocated to achieve the 
outcomes mapped out in the plan and priorities.  Secondly, it would be 
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the board focusing its efforts on political advocacy and the development 
of strong community partnerships 

 We have been able to work through many tough situations and issues, 
and we are still very cordial and enjoy one another 

 Our board has made our governance model unique to us, which adds 
some flexibility and nimbleness.  We also feel that it is important for 
board members to spend time together for strategic planning and for 
bonding 

 The board focuses on community and stakeholder acceptance and we try 
hard to communicate decisions and long term plans to our stakeholders 

 We are policy governance and work hard at keeping each other from 
dipping into day to day operations 

 Taking the policy governance training during our first few months of 
operation helped us all to “get on the same page” and start working 
together as a team 

 We have a senior administration team that works tirelessly toward the 
goals and policies the board has adopted 

 We have not become involved in the day to day administration.  Although 
it is hard to stop old habits.  WE hold the director accountable for day to 
day operations. When making tough decisions we keep in mind what is 
best for students and their ability to learn 

 A considerable effort has bee expended to reach compromise that all can 
live with.  The long term experience of the majority of members, the 
relationship skills of senior staff, and the ability of  school staff to carry 
on as we work through the complexities of forced evolution 

 The senior administration members of the board “team” have been 
encouraged to express opinion and make comments as “equals” during 
board discussions and deliberations – they are present at all of our 
board meetings – and their role is not restricted to just providing 
background information or clarification 

 Although some board members are naturally more vocal and involved in 
board discussions, our board chairs have done a good job of making 
sure everyone’s input is heard 
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 As a group we realized in the beginning that we had to create something 
new from scratch since we had huge variation in practice and policy 
across our new division (made up from eight previous legacy divisions). 

 Our board members cover a whole spectrum of comfort around the 
concept of policy governance . . . early in our existence we were all able 
to agree that a “hands on””management” type of board would not be 
workable and that we would work towards some sort of a policy 
governance model.  While we are still struggling with the exact details of 
our version of policy governance – by making a decision early on that it 
would be some form of policy governance we were able to move forward 
with some level for the senior staff 

 We have moved our meetings away from administrative decision making 
exercises and focus more on our strategic goals and objectives. I think 
this has allowed us to spend more time on vision and where we would 
like our division to be 

 The fact that as a whole the board have bought into the idea, we are part 
of the team, tone at the top is vital and that we have intentionally 
developed a governance approach that is our own and not some 
prescribed model 

 We started by hiring a very effective director of education 

 We hired the right director, we adopted a policy governance model 

 Keeping open minds and a caring environment allow us to discuss issues 
honestly and with out tension. These approaches provide a common 
goal, and decisions are made without conflict 

 Pro-active board, hiring a very strong director and not afraid to get 
things done early.  Policy governance is the only way to function in this 
new large diverse division – anything else is folly!! 

 Hiring the best people.  Putting support behind new initiatives, putting 
resources towards professional development.  Being a proactive board 
instead of a reactive board 

 By operating in a strategic policy approach we have been able to focus 
our energy on developing a long term approach to our planning, rather 
than moving forward on a issue by issue basis 
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 None have worked well for our board – rural and urban, in most cases.  
Do not have the same background to understand what the rural needs. 

 Trust, transparency, understanding resources and costs, teacher and 
student wellness, open communication, hiring good people and allowing 
them to do their job. 

 We have focused a significant amount of time and energy on linkage with 
owners and other agencies.  As such we have formed a strong coalition 
with [groups] who have been critical of school boards – we now find 
them on board and able to share our common message with their 
ratepayers = this allows us to focus on the bigger work of advocacy and 
allows the administration to do the work they have been hired to do. 

 Student learning is number one priority.  We have strong and effective 
leadership 

 What has worked well is that when the board decides – it  speaks with 
one voice 

 Attempting to focus on areas that would indicate goals/directions of the 
division over a period of time; stated values that are underpinning the 
Division and a big picture focus 

 We hired a consultant to help us examine what policy governance is and 
we separated real policies from operational procedures.  It was a lot of 
work and it was expensive but it was worth every minute and penny 

 Clarifying our governance model and working with consultants to 
examine our decision making structures and moving to deal with board 
business instead of dipping into management. 

 Board does not get involved in day to day operation of the school 
division.  Administration has delegated more authority to in-school 
administrators and the board has seen and appreciated the success of 
this move 

 Board operates as one unified entity, considering the interests of the 
entire division when making decisions – in the best interests of the 
children – being cohesive, globally-minded and flexible enables us to 
move forward to critically assess concerns and information 

 We are successful because we are prepared to innovate and experiment 
and we are a first rate example of a “team in operation” 
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 I believe that our board works together quite effectively because we try 
to draw out each other’s strengths and then put those strengths to work 
in the most appropriate areas 

 I believe that at the core of our division (board and staff) is the common 
goal of ensuring that our students receive an education which respects 
our mandate.  This results in a minimum of conflict and a maximum of 
our efforts being committed to that common goal 

 Have delegated authority to the director through policies, an annual 
work plan/agenda and the continuous improvement plan.  Focusing our 
efforts on accountability and achievement through openness, 
transparency and communication and evidence based decision making 
processes 

 When you work as a unit and let all have some kind of influence in the 
process you give each board member ownership.  If only a few are 
influencing the others then that’s when people start resisting 

 We have two monthly board meetings.  One being a board planning 
meeting, at which we try to do that –just plan.  We try to get a board 
package out to all board members at least one week prior to the meeting 
so you can come prepared to talk about issues and not have to be 
pressured into making decisions without preview of material beforehand 

WHAT THEY WOULD DO DIFFERENTLY 

We asked trustees:  From the last two or three years of board work, what, if 

anything, would you have done differently if you had it to do over again?   

 Get the message out to the community more 

 More attention to planning and developing the annual agenda.  More 
work on developing processes for consultation/engagement with 
stakeholders.  More inservice on effective board meetings.  More work 
on developing accountability reports from the director 

 Opened up a dialogue about difficult issues much sooner.  Sometimes we 
are so polite with each other and so respectful of each other that we fear 
to tread in areas which might cause conflict 

 Holding regular, ongoing board retreats initially would have identified 
specific issues and needs, taking into consideration personal opinions 
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and perceptions. These sessions would need to be open, flexible, 
unbiased and open to discussion of all issues 

 Requested more data and research from the staff who gave presentations 

 I would have pressed much harder at an earlier date to undertake a long 
term review process in light of enrollment decline in our system.  We are 
now well behind where we should be in that regard 

 More time to dialog on issues confronting us rather than the board 
meeting motions and debate format.  Public board meetings are 
important but we need time to talk with one another to work more toward 
consensus although there is one board member who takes positions and 
will not dialog 

 Informal meetings of the board,  through few this year, have been very 
helpful in drawing us together around some important topics 

 I would have spent less time trying to be very careful not to offend people 
and develop relationships and would have just had a more blunt and 
straight forward approach in my communications at the board table 

 Contracted an outside agency to assess the program needs of the 
division.  Developed an initiated (earlier) sound communications plans 
as a primary task.  Developed a more effective monitoring process for 
board and administration 

 I feel like I have been walking on egg-shells for the past 3 years . . . . 
instead of being so diplomatic – I think I should have called out some of 
the bull a long time ago.  It feels like our board is being held hostage by 
a group of board members from a legacy board 

 More school visits, meet with other boards on a regular basis, meet as a 
board with First Nations partners 

 I would have opened up the competition for CEO into a wider scope 

 I would have worked harder at getting some time alone with board 
trustees before hiring administration to gain a much better perspective 
on each of our philosophies – we may have been able to settle 
controversial issues before they got heated 

 Very little – I am happy with where we are in the larger picture.  We 
have developed as fast as we could and moved with as much speed as 
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each situation allowed.  It has not been an easy path putting very 
competitive communities together who did not have similar methods of 
governance, finance and other functional necessities –  

 Further discussion pertaining to school closures with different 
community groups so that they understand the rational toward the 
decision(s) to eventually close a school 

 Issues, in hindsight, are when to fight and when to go along with the 
hopes of winning a bigger one another time 

 A better understanding of policy governance 

 I would encourage more socializing between board members 

 We did all of the major things right.  There are some minutia that I 
would have liked to have seen done differently but I think we have done a 
good job of governing to this point 

 Have more board development to understand the financial aspect of the 
division 

 Strengthen communications with all stakeholders in the division as an 
immediate priority 

 Currently in the infant stages of the new board governance structure, it 
is really a learning curve not yet grown to its potential 

 I would have spent more time educating our stakeholders as to who we 
are and what we do as a board and a school division.  There is a lack of 
understanding of the issues facing school divisions, how our finding 
works and what we are trying to achieve with our divisions. 

 Been more principled in the decision making process 

 Ensure that everyone clearly understands – in one instance we arrived at 
a compromised solution and in the end board members had different 
interpretations of what it meant which created problems when it came 
time to implement 

 As a board we took a fairly hard line approach [on an issue] – Although 
[other group] was in the wrong, our threat of legal action simply got our 
new division off on the wrong foot 
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 In our first year we initiated [a particular project] – this was very time 
consuming process that really chewed up the board and senior 
administrators.  It took our focus away from more important work.  IN 
hindsight, we probably should have delayed this for one year. 

 Less director direction 

 Spend more time in a retreat setting as a way of getting to know each 
other better to enhance understanding and respect 

 I would have put more time and emphasis into building relationships 
with each other, and with staff 

 I would have supported more thorough orientation for new trustees.  I 
would have worked harder at trying to help new trustees “learn the 
ropes” 

 I would have participated more with the schools when asked and with 
leadership support opportunities 

 Insisted on an evaluative and goal setting tool for central office 
administration 

 I think it would have been good idea to discipline sometimes – the one or 
two board members who have acted and reacted inappropriately both on 
the board and in the public.  I know this is a tough thing to do but as a 
board it may have been well worth our efforts to attempt to do so 

 Would have used statistics when deciding on school viability – more use 
of data to drive decisions 

 I would be more visible at the local school/community level as a 
promoter and resource to our staff  - concerning our school board 
policies, initiatives and priorities  
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CURRENT NEEDS OF TRUSTEES AND BOARDS 

We asked trustees:  From a governance perspective, what is the greatest current 

need of your school board (such that if this need were satisfied – your board and 

division would be exactly as you and others might wish? 

 We must decide and take responsibility for what a board’s job should be 
and do it. Right now this is a director run board and our board is 
allowing it 

 Our greatest current need is a commitment of project capital funding 
from the provincial government 

 More disciplined meetings and managing time better 

 Monitoring our success or lack thereof 

 Base line data on student achievement (in progress) then appropriate 
assessment processes to confirm results, then sufficient funding to meet 
the needs of students 

 More resources to help deal with the influx of students with higher needs 
– additional capital money 

 We are aware that many of our senior administrators are nearing 
retirement.  We need to consider the continuity and quality of 
replacement personnel and get a head start in this area 

 More of a focus on long term planning, as well as better succession 
planning 

 The provincial government is too overbearing in its efforts to bring what 
it calls accountability to public education – our staff are distracted by 
this from doing work that truly supports students 

 More time to dialog on issues confronting us rather than the board 
meeting motions and debate format 

 Informal meetings of the board, though few in nature this year, have 
been very helpful in drawing us together around some important topics 

 The needs are too many to list but a couple would be:  to have all board 
members working at all times for the good of the students; to have board 
members who respect a board decision and the need to communicate 
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with one voice the decision of the board; to have staff that would rather 
communicate with board members 

 Fair, sustainable and adequate funding for education.  Board members 
and ratepayers have spend too much time and energy over the years 
talking about how education is funded and too many hard feelings have 
resulted 

 I feel we need a 100% partnership with RMs and town councils as a 
coalition for improvements in education funding 

 We could understand more clearly how to ask for, read and deal with 
monitoring reports 

 Our board needs to have some members be more active in discussion 
time 

 We have a few members who sometimes go off on their own – they need 
to be on board with us 

 We need to make sure our focus is on providing the best educational 
opportunities for our students rather than worrying about turf 
protection.  We need to get our message out to the public and to other 
partners, especially those who set provincial policy and funding 

 We need to settle our governance model – we are well behind in this 
regard 

 Money is always an issue. Our taxpayers would love to spend less of it, 
our parents want more of it, our staff wants all of it – it would help to 
have a couple of the building projects we need 

 There is always a need for constant communication with all of our 
partners so they have a better understanding of our vision and mission 
statement 

 Our board needs to be a lay board, not a board of professional board 
members 

 A better understanding of policy governance 

 A higher teacher salary grid would help 

 Finding a better way of communicating with provincial government so 
they understand our unique situation 
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 We are still working toward an adequate monitoring methodology and 
more effective method of communicating with the public on a regular 
basis 

 We now need to use the baseline data we have established and begin 
meaningful monitoring processes to determine growth and areas of 
weakness 

 There is always a need for more money for the system. We work with a 
very tight staffing arrangement because of the lack of dollars 

 To ensure we are adequately using our financial resources to meet our 
goals and not jeopardizing any of our educational programs 

 Develop effective monitoring reports so that the director brings proof 
that the goals are being accomplished.  Move to 90% monitoring and 
10% policy development 

 We have lacked good baseline data on our student achievement 

 Our greatest need is to develop a communications strategy amongst our 
division stakeholders.  We need to engage the 20% who are still 
struggling with the restructuring process 

 To receive equitable funding from the province, especially when it comes 
to recognition of diverse student population 

 Be provided with a clear mandate from the province on the mandate of 
separate schools 

 Redo or at least re-look at our mission statement and values 

 We are having a hard time asking the questions because we don’t know 
the questions- but we are continuing to look for training and working on 
growth as a board 

 We need to display to the players we work with more unity on the board.  
A few of our board want to play a small “p” political game to look good 
for the press 

 Ongoing efforts are still needed in working with staff for continued 
support of the system 

 We need to have the mandate question addressed so that members make 
sound decisions based on students’ educational needs instead of dollars 
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 We need to spend more time on infrastructure and maintenance 
procedures and policies to ensure that all our schools in the division are 
up to standards – there is too much variance in our schools 

 We would benefit from more opportunities for continued learning to help 
us understand the wide ranging issues facing us from a local and global 
perspective and the ability to make informed decisions 

 We need a commitment from all board members 
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FOUR DIVISION CASE REPORTS 

In January of 2006 the Government-directed amalgamation became a reality in 

the Province of Saskatchewan. For the purposes of this study the four school divisions, 

referenced below were impacted by amalgamation in similar and yet very unique ways as 

has been the story of most divisions in the province who have experienced amalgamation. 

The four divisions noted here are referenced for their approaches to governance that have 

been identified through surveys and follow-up telephone interviews with a selection of 

personnel involved with the respective school divisions, namely the directors of 

education, the chairpersons of the boards, superintendents, and principals. 

In order to protect the anonymity of the participants, no individual names or 

school division titles are used, nor are divisions referred to geographically, other than in 

reference to urban and or rural settings. Each participant was asked to respond to four 

areas of inquiry. We asked them: 

1. To make reference to their experience with amalgamation processes and 
changes since amalgamation; as well, to the differences noted between a pre. 
vs. post amalgamated era; 

2. To make reference to how their board sets direction;  

3. What if any, are the differences between their model of governance used and 
their actual work of governance; and, 

4. What are the perceptions of those carrying out the policies and plans of the 
board concerning governance of their board?  

In each of the amalgamated divisions whose representatives were interviewed, 

there were one or two legacy divisions that were somewhat ahead of the Government’s 

amalgamation plan. The primary focus of these boards appears to have been to bring 

everyone up the same level of expectation and moving forward together. In most cases, 

this last thought is in keeping with the strategic plans and operational goals that the 

various divisions have established. 

Another observation is that boards recognize that what they do and how they do it 

will impact students. There is no doubt about that. However, there is some frustration that 
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since amalgamation there has been an avalanche of requests for new reports, at all levels 

of the system. In the minds of those doing the reports, these seemingly have little to do 

with learning outcomes.  The time needed to deal with these reports takes away from 

other more pressing and important things. After our conversation with these people, most 

of them are just trying to survive and understand what their roles are or should be and 

they hope that good things are going to continue to happen until they can be more 

intentional in addressing these and other pressing matters. 

DIVISION 1 – CASE REPORT  

1. The Context 

As was the case with most amalgamations this school division experienced some 

immediate growing pains. Prior to amalgamation the division was much smaller, there 

was a sense of family and everyone was familiar with the schools, the teachers, bus 

drivers, etc. However, following amalgamation the geographical size of the division 

changed dramatically and in turn has posed a number of challenges related to maximizing 

the human resources that are available. 

The challenges facing this board revolved around several issues such as; getting 

adjusted to a much larger geographical area, inherited debt from former legacy boards, 

lost grant funding, and coming to an understanding about what policy governance would 

look like, as compared to previous models of governance employed by the legacy boards. 

Another more pragmatic challenge had been an apparent sense of “disconnect” 

from direct interaction with others from across the division. There is no longer the same 

element of face to face interaction. As one contributor noted, “there is no longer the same 

sense of family that was present in the pre-amalgamated era.” 

From the very outset the board adopted a policy governance model, based on the 

SSBA’s effective practices documents. The board gave a great deal of latitude to the 

director to develop administrative practices and procedures prior to the newly 

amalgamated board taking office. Following the hiring of the director and the 

superintendent of business, the board left all future hiring’s in the hands of the director. 
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There were also several positive outcomes following amalgamation. Some of the 

more notable differences in the new entity were the following: 

- There was greater capacity for meeting student needs through greater access 
to specialized resource people in such areas as curriculum development, 
special education, instructional technology, etc. 

- Another positive outcome was that of greater clarity and equity across the 
various roles in the division which has allowed for greater impact on the 
system overall. 

- The division has also seen greater coordination of effort down to the school 
level. 

2. Direction Setting 

For this school division a positive outcome of amalgamation had been the change 

in their approach to governance. The board worked closely with the SSBA, in particular, 

in delineating the approach to governance that would be taken.  

Board policy refers to the foundations and direction as well as the strategic plan 

for the system (mission, vision, guiding principles) and goal statements (3-4 year) for the 

board and the system as a whole.  Board policy also outlines the delegation of authority, 

decision making, and the limitations on operations which are placed on the director of 

education The limitations on operations and achievement of the ends statements as 

outlined in its' strategic plan are monitored by the board on a monthly basis. The board 

has the prerogative to change policy and to direct the work of the CEO and the 

effectiveness of the system on a monthly basis as well as utilizing an annual health-check 

of Board/Policy.  

The school division has been restructured to align with the policy governance 

framework of accountability. The director has established supports for system strategic 

leadership, coordination and research of effective practices, and consultation and support 

to provide school level actualization. The reorganizing of the system followed the 

restructuring of several legacy school divisions and the policy governance approach 

provided clarity to the rationalization of system as well as school level governance and 

management.  
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School level improvement planning has been aligned with the provincial 

continuous improvement framework, the school division strategic plan and board policy. 

School Community Councils align with this school level planning and accountability. A 

system level approach to improving student achievement through the establishment of an 

in-house "benchmarking" program has been very successful. As well, a monitoring report 

by SELU provided data related to the school and system level compliance of vision, 

mission and values of the system in 2007 have also been seen as beneficial. 

The present approach is well understood by the board, the director, and those 

working in the system. The approach clearly defines everyone’s role in the system, to 

prevent one another from stepping on one another’s toes and to reduce redundancy of 

work roles and or responsibilities. 

Policy governance as operationalized by the board requires monitoring reports 

from the director. The board delegates authority to the director and monitors system and 

director performance annually by use of a continuous agenda which schedules the 

monthly receipt of monitoring reports. 

Evaluation of director and system performance by the board is achieved through 

three levels of monitoring (direct, internal and external). The board also uses policy to 

direct the limitation on operations.  

The board adopted an agenda format that allows for the work of the board to be 

completed at a monthly business meeting. As well, the board has a monthly management 

meeting, including a committee of the whole board and the director, as well as staff as 

needed. 

The board also schedules linkages with stakeholders on its continuous agenda 

each year.  These have included MLA's, the deputy minister, a media forum, regional 

meetings with municipal governments, regional community consultations, staff linkages, 

and in 2008 will include School Community Councils. 
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3. What differences exist between the model of governance used and the work that is 
done? 

Of course, effective governance is an ongoing process. The board is seeking to 

grow in its understanding of policy governance and to stay away from becoming too 

“hands-on.” To that end the board has disciplined itself to sticking to the work of policy 

governance. 

There have been discussions concerning changing the level of involvement in 

decision making by the board over the course of the first year of school division 

operations; however, when put to a "vote" it was clear that the board as a whole was been 

overwhelmingly committed to policy governance and delegation of much of the decision 

making. During this past year, there has been an absence of debate around this issue. A 

focus on "success and achievement" has been backed-up by board and director initiated 

processes which have involved the monitoring of authentic assessment practices 

(benchmarking) and the recent surveying of all staff, parents, and various students across 

a number of grades has contributed to the success of our board's governance approach. 

There is recognition that there is still some uncertainty on the part of some board 

members as to what their role should be versus what some would like it to be. This is 

particularly true for those who found themselves being much more involved in day to day 

operations while serving on previous boards. Although this is not as much of an issue 

today as it has been earlier, there is still a need for continued clarification and education 

related to these concerns. 

There is a growing clarification as to the board’s role and their responsibilities in 

relations to the role of director. It is their view that the need for clarification will always 

be part of any organization that is in transition.  As well as system roles,  the board 

continues to work toward having the teacher plans for development fall in line with the 

division’s strategic plan, as well as having their school plan fall within the Saskatchewan 

School Improvement framework. 
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4. What are the perceptions of those carrying out the policies and plans of the 
board? Do they feel they input or do they see themselves as being by-standers? 

The perception of engagement by non board members is somewhat dependent 

upon the view one might hold of policy governance.  The day to day work of the division 

is carried out by superintendents, principals and teachers under the leadership of the 

director at the direction of the board. There are decisions that at one time were made by 

boards that no longer go there because of a policy governance approach. 

A good deal of work with principals has been done to help them understand a 

policy governance approach and the flexibility it adds to way things now get done. In the 

past, they might have waited on the Director to make a decision or to give direction; now 

it is a matter of connecting with a Superintendent to get more immediate responses. Also, 

CUPE staff seem very happy with the way contract negotiations have gone in that there is 

an air of professionalism in the way those negotiations are now carried out. 

Where there are clear roles and responsibilities delineated, people are enthusiastic 

about what is going on; beyond this there are some problems they say they are still 

working on. “It would be presumptuous to believe everyone is buying in completely; that 

is human nature, but we don’t quit moving ahead,” we heard.  A lack of clarity around 

roles does add to some confusion as to where one should take their concerns; or whether 

or not those concerns are going to be addressed. Not knowing if concerns are important 

enough to be dealt with tends to contribute to feeling somewhat unappreciated. There is 

also evidence that some wonder if this is better than what was in place before. There is 

some indication that if board members are not sure what their role should be, how can it 

be expected that others throughout the system will not have some concerns about what 

their roles should be as well. 

There is a recognized need to continue to work on what a productive staff looks 

like and what needs to happen to make that happen. A big part of this continues to come 

back to understanding of what the role expectations are for people at various levels in this 

new entity and working with a new approach to getting things done. As well, a number of 

meetings have been held with various stakeholder groups to help them understand the 

new governance model. In concert with the face to face meetings that have been held, 
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there have been media releases; the publication of meeting agenda; as well as the 

publication of yearly plans and meetings. There has been a desire to be as open and 

transparent with their various public has been undertaken. 

They told us that everyone has an important role to play in the system. This also 

calls for a growing measure of trust across the organization that others are also concerned 

and they too are doing their best.  From those we interviewed, we heard the following 

comments, “we are seeking to do what we say we will do; to be consistent in the 

messages being communicated, as well as seeking to be transparent on the issues that can 

be shared with everyone,” and “we are seeing continuous improvements across the 

division as we continue to implement our strategic plan,” say the trustees and board 

employees are interviewed. 

DIVISION 2 CASE REPORT  

1. The Context 

Following amalgamation, the division became much larger (geographically). The 

division was now not only much larger, but also much more diverse; there is a greater 

sense of the economic diversity and disparity across the division. 

 In order to determine what might be the best way to give direction to the division, 

the board went through an orientation process concerning various approaches to 

governance. This helped the board realize they couldn’t keep their finger on the pulse of 

every school in the division the way they had prior to amalgamation.  

Through this process of settling on a model of governance, some board members 

remained somewhat uncomfortable with the new approaches to governance. To this end, 

the board is continuing to seek clarification around roles and responsibilities related its 

mandate. This lack of clarity has contributed to uncertainty, not only for the board and its 

role, but for the role of the director and other administrators as well. The challenges of 

arriving at a well defined model of governance has taken its toll on the board with several 

board members resigning as the board went through the process of defining what their 

approach to governance was going to look like. 
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One of the first tasks for the board was to address the issue of disparity. The goal 

was to try and bring everyone up to the same standard across the division.  Being larger 

has brought the added benefits of greater accessibility to more human resource expertise 

in several areas in their division. Dealing with the disparity issues has proven to be very 

challenging and has cost the division a great deal of money. One of our interviewees told 

us, “We didn’t have any choice in the matter as it was going to have a negative impact on 

our students if the concerns were not addressed.” 

2. How does the board set direction? 

In seeking to settle on a model of governance the board began by looking at the 

SSBA’s strategic directions approach but found it somewhat unsatisfactory for two 

reasons, 1. they felt, initially, that they didn’t have much say in what their governance 

approach would look like and felt somewhat forced to adopt the SSBA approach; and, 2. 

it made a number of board members feel very disconnected from their constituents.  

 Today the board is trying to do policy governance, incorporating aspects of both 

the SSBA’s Strategic Governance approach as well as some principles drawn from the 

Carver model of governance. They see this as more of a “hybrid model of governance.”  

This appears to work best for them at this time. “We are not finished with this process 

yet. The board is still seeking to define the parameters of involvement,” said one trustee.  

It is recognized the board still needs clarification what that looks like exactly. There is an 

expectation in the more rural areas of a division that board members should know what is 

going on with day to day operations. 

The board is continuing to seek clarification around roles and responsibilities 

related of the board. This lack of clarity has contributed to uncertainty not only for the 

board and its role, but also for the role of the director as well. As it pertains to more 

intentional direction setting, the board sets direction by setting smart goals, with input 

from various stakeholder groups. 

However, there is a need for more definition of what strategic planning should 

look like with the governance model being used. Greater clarity here would also have 

implications for their accountability model that needs some work at the present time. 
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Monitoring and assessing effectiveness present some challenges as well. It often 

appears that decisions are based on influential information coming from “coffee row,” 

rather than factual data being presented by administration. Thus monitor reporting is very 

informal and often anecdotal. 

3. What differences exist between the model of governance used and the work you 
do? 

As noted earlier, from the outset there was an awareness the board could not stay 

in touch with all the schools in the same way as before amalgamation.  However, this was 

not to the extent that they didn’t know what was going on anymore. The board has 

struggled with knowing exactly what their role should entail and how it was still going to 

be a meaningful one. There is a perception that the division is being cared for by a strong 

and experienced board. As well, there is a strong feeling on the part of the administration 

that the board listens. Communication between the board and principals is encouraged in 

order to keep the board apprised of what is going on at the local level. 

As a rural division, the board desires to have a more detailed understanding of 

what is happening in their respective communities, while at the same time, there is a 

struggle knowing to what extent they need or should be involved in day to day 

operations. There seems to be a comfortable balance at the present time between creating 

what they see as a meaningful role and getting bogged down in details. 

The lack of role clarity makes monitoring and assessing effectiveness somewhat 

challenging because there is really no defined parameters that bound the extent of 

involvement and who is responsible for what. This poses some unique challenges for the 

director and the superintendents in the system. 

The board does have a vision of what it wants to see happen; however, there are 

some discrepancies between what the board desires and what administration perceives as 

being the direction the division should go in. One trustee said, “We have a good 

administrative team that are very conscientious in their desire to serve the division to the 

best of their abilities; however, it is more than just what the bottom line is going to look 
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like when it is all said and done. There is no lack of direction, but rather do we have the 

will power to make sure certain things happen.” 

Although the model of governance needs some work, it was felt that the 

experience of the board also helps in minimizing some of the problems that could come 

up during this time of transition. The system does work to a certain extent, they told us – 

“We know what we want to know and we are seeing good results, but we are not as 

intentional as we could be.” 

4. What are the perceptions of those carrying out the policies and plans of the 
board? Do they feel they have input or do they view themselves as by-standers? 

There is a great deal of consultation that goes on between the director, other 

administrators and the board. There is a desire and commitment to create a collaborative 

culture where communication is valued. To that end, “the board is viewed as a good 

employer.”  From all feedback received to date, various stakeholders and the general 

public hold the board and administration in high regard. The various stakeholders across 

the division are highly involved in giving feedback (including school community 

councils, principals and teachers). 

One interviewee said, “We are not where we are going to be several years from 

now.” Another related, “We know we are behind on some things and we realize that, but 

we are making progress. We want people to know that we care and in the future that this 

board cared about what was best for the children in this division.” 

DIVISION 3 CASE REPORT  

1. The Context 

The division faced some big challenges in the transitional process as a result of 

amalgamation. This was particularly true in relation to different philosophical and 

practical approaches to doing board work. The board has worked hard toward creating a 

more united culture although separated by large geographic distance. 
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As a result of amalgamation there are more resources at the board’s disposal than 

in a pre-amalgamated era. However geographic distance becomes somewhat prohibitive 

at times when seeking to use those resources to their fullest potential. 

The board is working with the continuous improvement framework, utilizing data 

based decision making which is focused on student learning. One said to us, [we are] “not 

just naming it but claiming it; we are doing it.”   

2. How does the board set direction? 

The board's governance model draws heavily from the approach advocated by the 

SSBA. In so doing the board's aligns with various aspects of the Carver model of 

governance, particularly as it applies to servant leadership. As reported earlier in trustee 

and board descriptions, this board adheres to Carver’s premise that, "policy governance is 

founded on the concept that the board is not there for its own benefit, but to make the best 

possible decisions on behalf of the moral ownership. Therefore, proper governance is a 

logical impossibility if it does not include the concept of servant leadership." As a board, 

individual trustees are ideally less concerned with personally solving problems, and more 

concerned in making sure the right problems are being solved.  

The work of administration is almost completely driven by policy and the board's 

guiding principles. Individual trustees have no authority outside of board meetings. The 

board's only authority is its corporate authority. When contacted by the public, board 

members will listen to concerns and if necessary will relay them back to the board. In all 

cases, members of the public are asked to call the director or board chair. 

Some of the challenges related to the process are trying to meet everyone’s need 

in a very diverse environment. There is a desire to be fair to everyone across the division 

but fair is not always equal, they said. There is a lot more process and paper work - it 

seems there is more downloading in order to get the reports that are needed at a divisional 

and provincial level. 

Monitoring and assessment is done on a continuous basis. Board health checks are 

utilized on a continuous basis to monitor progress and staying on task as a board. The 
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board also does an annual board/director evaluation. In some ways this is looked upon 

one in the same. The director is given a great deal of latitude as long as s/he is operating 

within the parameters of the board's guiding principles and limitations policies.  

As it concerns policy making and committee work, all of this is delegated to the 

director who, in turn, delegates various tasks to his senior administration. This board does 

not have members on committees, and has removed itself from LINC negotiations. It 

gives administration the guiding principles for negotiations, steps back and lets them do 

their job accordingly. 

3. What differences exist between the model of governance used and the work the 
board does?  

The board has been every intentional about being consistent in terms of what is 

stated and how we operate as a board.  The board sets direction and the director, 

superintendents, principals, teaching staff etc. are empowered to make it happen. 

Processes of communication are in place and are being adhered to.  

The ongoing challenges relate to the need to remind the board to stay out of the 

management aspect of the operation. The need here is to remind the board of the policies 

they have adopted and to work with those policies. To that end, this board is putting a 

mechanism in place whereby various policies will be reviewed as part of the monthly 

board meeting in order to grow in awareness of what various policies state and how that 

impacts on the boards role. 

A related part of the challenge here is the fact this division has an almost 

completely new board; most of whom are not unfamiliar with strategic policy 

governance. While there are moments when it is tempting for them to revert to a more 

traditional form of governance, trustees are very good in following their own policies, 

said one employee.  

However, at the same time and very much related to the above mentioned 

challenge is that some members continue to find it difficult to buy into a strictly policy 

governed approach. There is sense that some don’t feel completely comfortable with not 

being more involved in the day to day operations and are still finding their role in the 
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process. There is a growing desire on the part of some trustee’s to be more involved. 

There is also a perception that by being more involved there would be more ownership 

for what is going on. 

Although there are some recognized discrepancies that are being addressed, the 

overall attitude of the board is that there is great appreciation of having a very good and 

strong director. A trustee said “we need to empower the administration to do the job.”   

Another interviewee declared that “policy governance is where the world is at 

today, however the approach needs to be defined within the environment it is dealing 

with. Although this board is facing some challenges, everyone is committed to the 

process.” 

4. What are the perceptions of those carrying out the policies and plans of the 
board? Do they feel they have input or do they view themselves as by-standards? 

There are times when the board is not fully aware of everything that is going on 

and thus the onus is on the director to keep the board informed. It is believed this is 

happening. There is great deal of appreciation for and confidence in the amount of 

research and background information the director comes to the board with.  This is seen 

as invaluable when seeking to make sound decisions. 

It is presumed that staff from across the division has a growing awareness of how 

board is trying to conduct the business of the division. Although, some staff feel they are 

more distant from the overall processes of the division; they are not as involved in 

contributing to policy development and overall planning in the division as they were prior 

to amalgamation. 

Superintendents are at varying stages of understanding and actualizing the 

implications of policy governance.  It would be somewhat presumptuous to assume that 

all parents, rate payers, and other stakeholders are fully aware of how the board is doing 

business. There is an appreciation that some stakeholders might see themselves as by-

standers not knowing how or to whom one should ask their questions, or how to share 

their perspectives of what is going on across the division. This continues to be an 

identified need that is being worked on. 
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Another area of concern is related to the questions some people have concerning 

whether or not the board is fully aware of work being done at various levels of the 

division from the director on down. For example, one staff member asked, “is the board 

fully aware of the increased workloads everyone is carrying since amalgamation took 

effect? Are the expectations realistic?” 

The board desires to be inclusive, seeking to understand the problems and 

concerns at all levels. In so doing, the board is continuing to work on establishing a 

climate of trust where it is acknowledged that although not everyone across the system 

knows exactly how things are getting done - each one involved in seeking to give their 

best for the children in the division, after all, “it is all about learning.” 

DIVISION 4 CASE REPORT 

1. The Context 

Prior to amalgamation the respective legacy divisions had a greater sense of 

family, but in a number of cases, some of these legacy divisions were also resource thin. 

Going through the amalgamation process people felt somewhat forced to go in 

this direction and as a result somewhat apprehensive about the outcomes. Some of the 

questions revolved around, “how will this affect my division and my schools.” There was 

also a strong sense of being territorial; watching out for the schools that one represented 

at that time. Trust was an issue at first; would the board be equally concerned about all 

the issues represented? 

This board ventured into amalgamation with a very diverse environment. Their 

amalgamated division was basically comprised of two entities – the “haves” and the 

“have nots,” in terms of resources, they told us.  Amalgamation brought with it the access 

to more resources. There has also been more accountability to resource the entire division 

as an outcome of amalgamation. 

An ongoing challenge being faced is, that it appears at times, for some on the 

board and across the division, it is taking a fair amount of time to get past the way things 

“used to be.” There is a perception that some on the board are having a difficult time 
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recognizing that things were not as good as they remember them being. Some are still 

getting used to doing things in a new way. 

2. How does the Board set direction? 

A decision was made early to determine what direction they would go in as it concerned 

their model of governance. Today the board refers to itself as being policy directed rather 

than policy governed. The board believes they have four primary roles; to provide 

direction, expectations, resources and to monitor results. 

It was decided to distance the board from a “pure” Carver model of governance in 

that board members felt that the political realities of their part of rural Saskatchewan were 

not conducive to a strictly policy approach. The emergence of a larger unified culture has 

occurred as the result of being open to new ways of thinking. One of the biggest 

challenges faced by the board was the work toward gaining a greater sense of oneness 

across the division. 

The board is seen to be “reflective practitioners.” They do not accept direction 

from interest groups, but seek to listen to those who want their ear. 

Policy governance in its truest sense, as this board understands it, appears to be 

too limiting. The board gives direction and the director is delegated the authority to carry 

out that direction and he/she is monitored to determine whether the ends have been 

accomplished. 

There appears to be more of a partnership between the board and the director. 

There are clear role definitions, but communication processes are continuous and open. 

The monitoring processes are formal, but the outcomes or results are often anticipated 

because of the ongoing dialogue. 

Another adaptation from a more pure “policy” approach would be the 

involvement of board members on two committees, namely, LINC and CUPE negotiating 

committees. Once again, this is contrary to a strict policy governance. This approach was 

deemed to be very helpful in the initial stages of establishing the climate of trust and open 

communication that was desired. It is not certain if this practice will continue in the 
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future; however, it appeared to be more beneficial than detrimental in the initial stages of 

transition. There is also a strong adherence to the effective practices model. These are the 

filters that are used to make decisions. Monitoring focuses on the accomplishments of 

goals in their operational plan. 

Some of the challenges faced with the present approach is the tendency to go back 

to a former way of doing things when boards were more involved in day-to-day 

operations. However, when those times occur, and they are becoming less frequent, the 

board reminds itself of the need to stick to the big picture. 

Another potential weakness of the present approach is that because the board is 

not a strictly policy governed board, it might take longer to get some things done. 

However, the board feels good about the direction they are going in and the outcomes 

being accomplished. 

3. What differences exist between the model of governance used and the work the 
board does?  

Policy governance in its truest sense, as this board understands it, is too limiting. 

The board has desired to be more engaged in the overall operation of the division. A 

model of governance has been adopted and adapted that allows for the level of 

engagement.  

It was observed that there is a “need to understand that one model of governance 

will not work equally well for everyone in the province; it needs to be recognized and 

accepted that there will be a need for some variation in the ways different boards take 

care of business.” 

4. What are the perceptions of those carrying out the policies and plans of the 
board? Do they feel they have input or do they view themselves as by-standers? 

Recently the board conducted a 360 degree review. The outcome of the review 

was very positive. The general response was “we must be doing something right because 

our division is viewed as being strong and headed in the right direction.” 
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 It has also been noted though that it would be a faulty assumption to think there 

are no concerns among various stakeholders as it relates to the present approach to 

governance, and the way in which the board takes care of business. The approach that is 

presently in place is quite different from the one most of the public in the division have 

been used to. The board does recognize the need to continue to work on communication 

to help people understand the approach we are taking. One person said, “Opportunities to 

give input are not always clear at this time; we are continuing to work on these 

processes.”   

A main concern at the present time would be the continued learning about what it 

means to operate according to a more policy directed orientation. This has major 

implications for communication processes. There is some apparent “disconnect” between 

the board and those at various levels of the division. Part of this is a communication 

process and, in some cases, this needs more work; on the other hand, part of this is 

seeking to understand what the board’s role should be, or should not be, in regard to what 

is happening at a more local level in the division. 

At the same time, much of this is dependent upon how one sees themselves as 

buying into the system or not. If people are not buying into the larger direction, it will 

most likely mean that some people will not take advantage of the processes that are in 

place to give feedback. There is a strong sense that two way communications across the 

division is vital to the present and future health of their division; particularly with the 

diverse stakeholder groups that comprise much of our division. To that end, the board is 

committed to not moving ahead with major plans without “buy-in” form various 

stakeholder groups. 

From one interviewee, we heard, “It will take some time to get everything 

working the way it should. We are very much in transition, but we are trying to do the 

best we can at this time. Everyone is seeking to be as intentional as possible in meeting 

the needs of every student of our division.” 
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KEY MESSAGE THEMES FROM CASE REPORTS 

A number of key messages came from the interviews. Although unique to the 

environments, the following themes emerged as being salient to all discussions: 

geographic distance, workload expectations and trustee identity. 

All contributors recognize and accept the reality of amalgamation. However, it is 

also felt there are a number of concerns that need to be acknowledged as well. Briefly, 

these themes are as follows. 

GEOGRAPHIC DISTANCE 

This is an obvious reality of amalgamation. However, there is great concern about 

whether or not boards can really maximize their human resources to the fullest extent 

possible for the benefit of students when one takes into consideration the amount of time 

and money spent in traveling across great distances.  

Another concern related to this issue is that of seeking to in-service various 

personnel equally and equitably when time and travel have huge cost implications 

attached to them. 

WORKLOAD EXPECTATIONS 

This concern relates to workload expectations and was also expressed from a 

number of different perspectives through the interviews. On one hand, boards are 

concerned about the amount of work that is being placed on the shoulders of their 

respective directors. Obviously, much of this is in keeping with the approach of 

governance being employed –some might have implications for a heavier work load. 

However, it is also presumed that amalgamation has brought with it great expectation of 

the director in terms of reporting, added to the reporting required by various entities, 

including the Ministry of Education.  

Another concern is that it appears that communications is either assumed or is 

somewhat taken for granted.  There is indication from those in administration that they 

feel somewhat reluctant to voice any concern lest they be perceived as not being able to 
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do the job. In each of the interviews, great appreciation and admiration was expressed on 

both the part of the board and their respective administrator for the relationship they 

enjoyed together. 

All board members and directors interviewed spoke of their desire to continue to 

work toward establishing climates of trust and collaboration across their divisions. It 

would appear that some of this work needs to take place “closer to home” as well. 

Healthy cultures are created where trust is established. This, in turn, lends itself to more 

open and honest communication about the processes that are engaged in. 

TRUSTEE IDENTITY 

A third observation that comes out of the various interviews relates to trustee 

identity. It is recognized that boards today cannot continue to operate under former 

patterns. However, one of the defining features of the role of a trustee in the past was the 

sense of significance that came through working more closely with and being identified 

with particular community or communities and the schools.  

 Today’s reality is quite different. A challenge being faced by many school 

trustees is the lack of significance or identity experienced by not being engaged more 

intentionally or specifically in the day-to-day operations of the division. Part of this is 

related to a growing understanding of what the role of the board is in a more policy 

governed world. However, for many trustees, the reason they are involved is to make a 

difference for children today and in the future. Until more clarification is given or in 

some cases acknowledging that the pre-amalgamated era is behind us, there will remain 

some measure of dissonance related to this role; which in many cases will impact on the 

outcomes of the very goals they are seeking to accomplish. 
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SUMMARY OF MAJOR THEMES AND FINDINGS  
DERIVED FROM THIS REPORT 

1.  This study has established the contextual and experiential benchmarks for 

Saskatchewan school boards with respect to their approaches to school board 

governance.  Clustering governance-alike boards takes something away from the 

unique histories, personalities, and maturities of these 28 boards. 

2. Restructuring has presented both complex challenges and has opportune renewal 

and experimentation with various approaches to board governance for the 

majority of boards. 

3. While some boards have chosen to exercise their governance consistent with pre-

amalgamation approaches, others have chosen to adopt new and adapted forms 

(with varying success and commitment).  Clearly, the tendency across the 

Province is away from administrative, familial or fiduciary governance to a 

policy-oriented and strategic governance.  The metaphor of shifting from small 

farm operations to a large ranch has been used to capture the circumstances of 

amalgamation experiences of many boards. 

4. The consultative and ideological sources for board governance and renewal of 

same have been limited to a handful of local (Saskatchewan and Alberta-based) 

consultants and a limited set (albeit an excellent set of choices) of governance 

alternatives.  The “SSBA approach,” “the Carver model,” “the Sloan method” are 

most common. 

5. There are many distractions for boards as they develop their approaches to board 

governance (i.e., legacy division interests, school closures, and economic 

challenges) but there are positive external forces (i.e., Continuous Improvement 

Framework) which both deter and encourage board attention to their governance 

approaches. 

6. While boards may be typified according to five basic approaches to governance, 

each board will have certain unique characteristics – some of which will be 
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featured by other approaches (not exactly like their dominant approach).  In other 

words, we found that all of the school boards had unique spins on their approach 

to governance.  Some were suspicious of approaches and even other boards’ 

boastings, some all embracing of a “brand of governance” and some proud of 

their distinctive forgings and adaptations towards good governance. 

7. Overall, boards tended to see themselves as vision setting and analyzing in terms 

of competing roles (therefore, less people focused and performance-oriented than 

innovation and efficiency-oriented). 

8. Trustees ranked their relationship to director, financial planning and priorities, 

and board focus as the strongest elements contributing to their effectiveness.  

There are a number of points of commonality and difference between directors’ 

perceptions and those of trustees. 

9. Boards who identified with policy and strategic governance features were more 

likely to perceive and be perceived as highly effective boards, across most of the 

dimensions (indicators of effectiveness) and those aligned to administrative 

governance less likely to have same relative effectiveness.  Of course, to be fair, 

this is partially explained by the Halo Effect, as effectiveness items have been 

defined in recent years by proponents of a less administratively-oriented approach 

to governance. Most profoundly, the correlations of governance approaches to 

board effectiveness attributes consistently point to the high correlation of policy 

and strategic governance features and the 12 effectiveness indicators and low (and 

even negative) correlations with other approaches. 

10. Boards not only have relatively high sense of personal (trustee) and collective 

(board) efficacy but they are able to point to a myriad of evidences that they have 

been effective over the last two years.  They are open about their challenges and 

needs for more board learning experiences. For example, the four brief case 

reports point to ongoing challenges of geographic location, workload expectations 

and trustee identity. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Of course the human and organizational propensity to disseminate “proven 

models” or best practices with attention to the test of fidelity or alignment of user 

experiences of implementation is dominant behaviour in our Canadian culture.  The 

complimentary other orientation is an emergent or adaptive orientation which 

understands that strategic intentions which are unrealized will cause us to develop more 

deliberate strategies and that as our implementation unfolds and contingencies of our 

particular circumstances and board chemistry emerge we develop responses and 

eventually there is a realization of our strategy.  This is a “bottom-up” approach.  An in-

between or mixed approach seems to characterize implementation by Saskatchewan 

boards of education which have worked to implement a “proven model” or approach; 

then adapted this model to their own issues or circumstances.  Alternatively, some boards 

have adapted elements of “proven approaches” to add value to their own strategic 

attentions and to help them respond to contingencies and realities that they face in their 

particular circumstances.  It is likely that renewed attention to governance will be an 

ongoing requirement for good governance.  The fundamental questions concerning 

whether good governance can be linked to improved student achievement will require 

proxies for both good governance and student achievement.  This study has been a first 

Saskatchewan effort to define and elaborate on good school board governance from an 

governance approaches and indicators of effectiveness perspective. 
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